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>»New name 
Considerable confusion has arisen during the last 
two years about the name tHo/sixteen. Several 
people have suggested that it sounded like a maga
zine for young women. we are almost always omit
ted from listings of computer magazines in other 
publications. And new computers, such as the 12 
and 2000, make the II/16 numbers less significant 
than they were in the beginning. So we've changed 
the name, effective with this issue, to Advanced 
~m~, which seems to more accurately reflect 
the nature of our coverage. We are continuing to 
use the sub-head "The journal for business, pro
fessional, and scientific members of the TRS-80 
community." 

>>>New 'service 
An expanded service is now available to subscri
bers • . A detailed description was included with 
the last issue of tHo/sixteen and in a subsequent 
mailing. (If you have any questions about this 
service, please call me at (717) 397-3364.) Until 
March 1, 1984, we offer a 10% discount ~ a 
refund of all two/sixteen magazine subscriptions 
paid to date. Please consider this special offer 
if you are a serious Model II/12/16 computer user. 
Naturally, those subscribers who do not elect to 
take the ·new service will continue to receive 
Advanced ~m~ as if nothing had happened. 

>>>Tandy Model 2000, etc. 
Vve got mixed emotions about this machine. As 
Radio Shack salesmen will tell you, it isn't an 
IBM clone. In fact, many of the most popular IBM 
PC progams (like Lotus 1-2-3, VisiCalc, and Word
Star) will not run on the 2000 (according to Tandy 
literature, although I've been told that many of 
these programs can be run by using fairly simple, 
if unconventional, loading methods). Also, some 
believe that future versions of any incompatible 
programs will be modified so as to be compatible 
with the ~ 2000's Intel 80186 chip as well as the 
PC' s Intel 8088.. There · is wide spread belief that 
the 80186 chip will be used in a large number of 
new computer designs, and that developers of most 
new business software will be sure to include the 
80186 chip among its target CPUs. 

Reports are that ~he 2000 performs mixed 
compute/input-output benchmarks in one-half to 
one-third the time required by the IBM PC. The 
2000 handily beats the. lBM PC on. nearly every 
significant specification, including standard RAM 
(double), maximum RAM (20% more), disk capacity 
(standard is more than double the PC's optional
at-extra-cost maximum), CPU chip data path 
(double), clock speed (almost double), available 
board slots (double), color resolution {four times 
as great), number of colors (double), and keyboard 
features. Considering the relative prices, why 
would ~ informed user buy an IBM PC? 

I'm also pleased to see that the machine is labelled 
TANDY rather than Radio Shack. This should 
improve its saleability to senior business 
executives who think of Radio Shack as a not-very
serious supplier of radio hobbyists' supplies. 

Many of us who like to prognosticate believe that 
XENIX will be made available soon for the 2000. 
(UNIX-type systems are definitely being developed 
for other 80186 -based machines.) However 1 the 
2000 is currently limited to a single 10 megabyte 
hard disk. This is insufficient disk storage, in 
my opinion, for a multi-user XENIX system, but I'm 
told that there is no technical reason why addi
tional hard disks could not be provided in future. 

At the moment, it looks like the Model 16B remains 
a better buy than the 2000 for the serious busi
ness user who needs a lot of storage and multi
user capability. However, users who can live with 
the storage limitations may find the 2000's gra-
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phics, along with the mass of MS-DOS software 
available, an irresistable temptation. 

Advanced ~m~ will be covering business, 
professional, and scientific applications on the 
Tandy 2000. 

>>>Other hard disk notes 
A Chicago reader advised us in late December that 
a Center manager has told him that the long
rumored 35 megabyte Radio Shack hard drive will be 
released in Marc~ No price estimate. 

Pickles & Trout CP/M users who are considering the 
new Radio Shack 15 Mbyte hard disk should be aware 
that the 15 has a different controller than the 
8.7 and 12 Mbyte hard disks and that a newc hard 
disk driver module will be required. P&T is 
developing the required module. 

»>XENIX 
We're not yet running a Model 16 XENIX system at 
A~.!Lall~~~ ~.QIDJ;!.Y..t.ins, but we plan to put one up in 
January. In the mean time, nearly all the reports 
we have from XENIX users are overwhelmingly 
positive, in spite of some vexing problems, such 
as multi-user print spooling, which are expected 
to be fixed in the next release, due soon. 

Many XENIX users have called to inquire about 
availability of XENIX application software in 
addition to that available from the Shack. Be
cause UNIX is described as a "universal operating 
system," one might reasonably expect that most of 
UNIX/XENIX application software should run on 
machines which use a UNIX-like operating system. 
To find out if this hypothesis is valid, I've had 
a few lengthy phone conversations with UNIX/XENIX . 
software developers around the u.s. and canada, 
with encouraging but inconclusive results. While 
no definitive tests have yet been made, some ap
plication programs (including some language com
pilers) are expected to run on TRS~XENIX without 
modification. Other applications (including some 
data bases) are expected to require "porting" to 
the 16, but probably at modest cost (perhaps 
$10,000 cost to a program licensee, who would then 
sell the program to end users) . 

It_looks like there is a great deal of development 
go1ng on 1n the UNIX world. (AT&T is expected to 
announce a line of business oriented micros run
ning under UNIX sometime in January.) we should 
expect a wide variety of language, data base, and 
application program software to become available 
in 1984. 

I'm going to stick my neck out and predict that by 
the end o~ 1984, UNIX and UNIX-like operating 
systems w1ll be the de facto standard for busi
ness, professional, and scientific processing, and 
that most sophisticated application programs will 
be developed under UNIX. 

0nce again, I recommend that anyone who is using 
XENIX or seriously contemplating its use should 
subscribe to: 

UNIX REVIEW 
2711 76th Avenue S.E. 
Mercer Island, WA 98040 
(206) 232-6719 

Subscriptions are $23 per year (six issues). The 
October/November, 1983, issue contains 96 pages of _ 
useful information, including many ads for UNIX 
products. 

XENIX users have inquired about the availability 
of suitable word processing capab1lity for XENIX 
systems. Rumor (albeit rather authoritative 
rumor) has it that attempts to adapt scripsit to 
XENIX have been very unsatisfactory and that it 
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~ill be quite a long time before any usable Scrip

; it will emerge. In the meantime, we've learned 
of the availability of two products, a full screen 
text editor (EMACS) and a word processing system 
(LEX68) that may fill the bill. Both have very 
impressive specifications and are available from 
Un1Press Software, Inc., 1164 Raritan Avenue, 
Highland Park, NJ 08904, (201) 985-8000. 

>>>Statistical data and analysis programs 
Data from the 1980 census, historical time-series 
data on population, housing, and the economy, and 
a directory of programs for statistical analysis 
are now available on-line (300/1200 baud) from The 
Glimpse Corporation, 105A Oronoco Street, 
Alexandria, VA 22314, (703) 836-6800. 

Michigan State University has published an 
annotated directory of 268 statistical programs 
for microcomputers, with special attention to IBM, 
Apple, and CP/M operating systems. The full 
citation is "An Annotated Directory of Statistical 
and Related Microcomputer Software for Socio
Economic Data Analysis" by V. Kelly, R. D. 
Stevens, T. Stilwell, and M. T. Weber, Michigan 
State University International Working Papers #12, 
1983, pp. 165, $7.00. It may be ordered (check or 
M. 0. must accompany) from the Department of 
Agricultural Economics, Agriculture Hall, Michigan 
State University, East Lansing, MI 48824-1039. 

>> >Tandy Computer Customer Support Groups' 
In December, Tandy reorganized its customer su~
port along software lines and published the 
following telephone numbers: 

Productivity and Special Applications 
(817) 338-2390 

This includes VisiCalc, Multiplan, Profile, 
SCRIPSIT, SuperSCRIPSIT, Business Graphics 
Analysis, Medical Office System, Time 
Accounting, etc. 

Accounting Software 
(817) 338-2391 

Operating System~ & Languages (II/12/16) 
(817) 338-2392 

Communication Software 
(817) 338-2394 

»>FORTRAN-77 for CP/M-68K 
SVS FORTRAN-77 is described as a full ANSI compat
ible compiler (as contrasted to the 'subsets' or 
'limited implementations' previously available). 
Run-time performance is said to compare favorably 
with much larger machines. A "compute-bound" 
benchmark in common use is the "Sieve of 
Eratosthenes" (which computes prime numbers). 
Comparative results on this benchmark are: 

IBM 3033*, FORTRAN 
Model 16, FORTRAN-77 
DEC PDP-11/34, FORTRAN 
Apple, FORTRAN 
Model II, MBASIC 

2.1 
7.6 

30 . 0 
509.0 

2250.0 

seconds 

* For those not familiar with IBM model designa
tions, the 3033 is a very large, multi-million 
dollar main frame computer. 

ORTRAN-77 requires the CP/M-68K operating system 
nd a minimum of 2561< memory. It sells for $495 

i rom TriSoft, 4102 Avenue G, Austin, TX 78751, 
(800) 531-5170 (in Texas, call (512) 453-2233. 

>>>Another COBOL programming service 
We've been advised by SARJ associates of Washing
ton, D. c., that they offer custom COBOL program
ming services, including custom modifications to 
the Radio Shack "3-disk" accounting system. For 

more information, contact Rich Hanson, president, 
SARJ Associates, 4229 Brandywine St. NW, Washing
ton, D. c. 20016, (202) 363-5722. 

>>>Users' Group in Montreal 
The Montreal TRS-80 Users' Group has been :formed 
by Saturnus True Data Services, Ltd., which out
lines some unusual services which are offered to 
members. For instance, if a member's equipment is 
"down," MTUG arranges for the use of another mem
ber's equipment. A discount purchasing plan is 
included, along with a bulletin board which in
cludes electronic mail and a classified ad sec
tion. For more information, contact Willem P. H. 
Bagchus, vice president, Montreal TRS-80 Users' 
Group, 1176 Phillips Place, Suite 201, Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada H3 B 3C8. 

>» Model 16 memory upgrades from Snapp 
Bob Snapp is offering a series of memory upgrades 
for the Model 16. The most interesting of these 
provides up to one megabyte of memory J;~.l.u~ up to 
nine users on a Model 16a (or upgraded II). This 
is done by moving the 68000 memory cards from the 
regular card cage to a private cage, freeing up 
two slots and equalling the capacity of the 16b. 
The entire upgrade, including two 512K memory 
boards and two multi-user kits, costs $3700 less 
whatever trade-in applies to the existing boards. 
The upgrade must be performed at Snapp's office in 
Cincinnati. Freight and insurance in both direc
tions is included. 

Also offered separately are the K512 board which 
' ... , contains a fu.ll half-meg on a single board (at 

$1200 less any~applicable trade-ih), the K256 (at 
$500), and a set up upgrade chips to convert a 
128K board to 256K (at less than half the Shack 
price). Multi-user boards (Shack manufacture) are 
available at $300 complete with three extender 
cables and the patches necessary to e~tend _XENIX 
1.3 from six to nine users. 

>>>PC Telemart software marketing pilot test 
Twelve Radio Shack Computer Centers and four Computer 
Departments in the Washington, D. C., area are 
participating in a pilot test of a revolutionary 
new method of software selection and purchase. 
Here's how it works: there is a kiosk set up in 
the middle of the Computer Center; it is fitted 
with microcomputers which you can use to access a 
remote computer which contains a · data ~ase of · 
available software (from outside vendors as well 
as Radio Shack). You enter data about the soft-
ware (application, operating system, host compu-
ter, etc.) you need. The system lists all avail
able software which meets your specifications, 
along with its features, reviews and evaluations, 
and costs. If you find what you need, you can 
order it on the spot with your credit card. We 
understand that future enhancements will be added 
to the system, including the ability to download 
and demonstrate the software on the kiosk's 
micros. If the pilot test works, PC Telemart 
kiosks will be turning up wherever Tandy micros 
are sold. I'm convinced that the idea is right 
for the current market, and believe that it will 
be a great service to users as well as a very 
powerful sales aid for Tandy computers. 

>>> Investment portfolio analysis system 
INVESTMENT MATRIX consists of an investment data 
base manager, a portfolio manager, and a portfolio 
analyzer. It can project after tax cash flows, 
internal rate of return, and net present value for 
the portfolio as a whole. Available for CP/M 
systems at $399 from Financiometrics Inc., P. 0. 
Box 1788, Lafayette, CA 94549, (415) 376-9455. 

Richar 
Publishe 
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Tired of looking at the WordStar logo every time? Make it disappear! Want to make the arrow 
keys work like arrow keys when using WordStar? Read on to find out how to achieve these 
results and others by using CP/M's Debugging Tool DDT to get to the heart of WordStar. 

HACKER'S GUIDE TO 

ORDST~ ........... 
BY ROBERT P. VANNATTA 

I f you are determined 
to be a hacker, one of 
the things you have to 

get comfortable with is DDT. 
Skill at using DDT is not easily 
acquired, and few "Idiot's 
Guides to DDT" are to be 
found. One of the reasons for 
this lack is that DDT has so 
many diverse uses. You can 
use it to write and modify pro
grams, trace the execution of 
programs, disassemble pro
grams, move files from one 
place to another, or examine 
the contents of your memory . 

If you are going to use DDT, 
the first thing you need to 
understand is the use of the 
SAVE command. It is a built
in command like DIR and 
REN, but is not so well 
understood. 

first example, we are going to 
play with STAT .COM Enter 
the command: 

DDT STAT.COM 

Don't put any quote marks or 
anything else with it. You may 
use drive references if 
necessary or convenient. If ~ 
goes well, you should get 
echo like this : 

DDT VERS 2.2 
!i'-!1·-t-++-t-+-+-H NEXT PC 

1580 0100 

' i 
If that famous user-friendly 
''?'' appears instead of the 

-t-H·--H +-1+1 words NEXT PC, you are sup
+-t-+++-+·-Hi posed to understand that the 

·1-+-+-+ H++-+i filename STAT. COM wasn't 
--H·-+-+--+--HH-+--+-+1 found. 

.8....4+-l\4-++-H-+++++1 The numbers are telling you 
that the file you loaded went 

SAVE is used to write a por- I±::J±:ta::::b±:±:±±::l±±:±±::i±±±:±.i±:±:±±:::l:±:±:±±:::l£Bd:::±±±:l into memory from OlOOh to 
tion of memory out to a disk file. In to need a conversion chart showing HEX 1580h. For our purposes, the most im
CP / M 80, SAVE will always start at and Decimal equivalents. Fortunately, portant number is the high-order byte of 
100h in memory and extend upwards a tables with this information are readily the first number. In plain English, this 
distance, determiined by the number im- available and are included in the back of means the first two digits or the 15. 
mediately following the word SAVE. nearly every Radio Shack operator's 
The most difficult part of using SAVE is manual (usually in an appendix). 
computing the size of the SAVE com
mand necessary. For reasons now lost in 
history, the size of the SAVE command 
must be entered as a decimal number. 
Nearly everything else you will see with 
respect to DDT will be in HEX
IDECIMAL numbers. So, you are going 

Robert P. VanNatta 
222 South First Street 
St. Helens, OR 97051 

The SAVE value should be the decimal 
value of the high-order byte of the 
highest address that you want saved. 
This is a mouthful, but here is an exam
ple that might make it easier. 

Set up a disk for experimentation that 
you don't value too much (in case of 
disaster). This disk should include DDT 
and several other files. Just for fun, have 
an empty disk available as well. For this 
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Exit DDT by hitting <Break> (Control 
C), which will take you back to the 
operating system without delay. 

At this point you are ready to experi
ment with SAVE. You know that 15 is 
the magic number, but first, it must ~ 
converted into a decimal number. Af 
reviewing the table of equivalents, you 
will find that 1Sh converts into 21 in 
decimal. So, enter the SAVE command 
by typing at the A> 

SAVE 21 SS.COM 



When selecting a filename, be careful to 
use a new filename because if you 
specify one that already exists, you will 
~rerwrite and destroy any file on the 

.ive with the same name. 

You should now have a perfectly func
tional copy of STAT.COM written on 
your disk under the name of SS .COM. 
Don't test it out just yet because if you 
do, you will destroy the memory image. 

Put another disk in your computer. You 
can swap disks in drive A:, or if you 
have multiple drives, insert a disk in 
another drive. Hit the BREAK key as 
necessary to inform the operating 
system of the disk change. Now do the 
SAVE routine again. Enter once again 

SAVE B:SS.COM 

You can save the same memory image as 
many times as you like, under as many 
file names as you like, without any 
limitation relative to disk swaps. This is 
also one of the few ways to move a file 
from one user area to another. To do 
this, simply change user numbers be
tween saves. 

Stay with it until you master using the 
SAVE command because if you don't 
figure it out, anything you might do 
with DDT is going to be a waste of time. 

We are now ready to attempt a simple 
patch to demonstrate our abilities . Our 
first task is going to be to patch DDT 
itself so that the DDT VERS 2.2 will read 
dDT vers 2.2. Specifically, we are going 
to endeavor to change the first "D" in 
DDT to "d". To do this, we use DDT to 
load DDT.COM as follows at the sys
tem prompt A>: 

))T DDT.COM 

Note that the high-order byte is 14 (See 
Figure 1) so we will be using 20 as our 
SAVE parameter when we get done. 
Enter the letter "D" to display some 
memory on the screen; you should get 

12 rows of numbers. To the left will be a 
4-digit number, which is the address of 
the first byte on that row, followed by 
16 numbers, all of which are in HEX 
notation. To the right will be the ASCII 
translation (if any). A period will appear 
for any character that does not have an 
ASCII VALUE. 

Beginning on the third line, right after 
the number 0130, you should see the 
words DDT VERS. We are going to 
guess that this is where the similarly 
worded message is stored . To prove our 
guess, we are going to change a 
character of that message, exit DDT, 
SAVE the file, and check it out. 

We must compute the address of the 
byte we want to change, which isn't too 
hard if you can count to 16 in Hex nota-

tion. The third row, for example, will 
contain addresses 0130 to 013F. In this 
example, the first "D" of DDT appears 
in position 0130. 

Accordingly, we are ready to start the 
actual patch. Enter: 

S0130 

to SET a value at address 0130. The 
value of that address will now appear on 
the screen with the cursor beside it. You 
are expected to enter a new value. The 
value echoed should be a 44 as that is the 
Hex value of an upper case D. Since we 
want to change this to a lower case d, 
enter the number 64. As soon as you 
push <Enter>, the value of the next ad
dress will be echoed, and the process will 
repeat itself until you enter a to 
signify that you are done. 

Since we are only patching one byte, 
enter a period in response to the second 
44. We should have something looking 
like this: 

- 50130 
44 64 
44. 

MODEL II 
Professional Software Systems 

Now Available 
Municipal Ulilily Billing System 

• Handles Billing for Five Services 
!Electricity, Water, Gas, Garbage, 
Sewer) 

• Revenue Analysis 
• Delinquent Lists 

Voter Management System 

• Precinct / Poll List ing 
• Demographic Anal ysis 

Computer-Aided Order System 

• Performs On-Line Sales Order Entry 
• Produces Invoices / Sales journal 
• Generates Sales Analysis 
• Designed for Mail / Direct Order 

Firms 

For Details Conracc 
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FOR RESEARCH & INNOVATION 
r . o. &.,. 1713 
Hanicsburx, MS 39401 
TELEPHONE 601-545· 1680 
TELEX 585400 SCRI US HAT! 
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COMPUTER 
COMPATIBILITY 

PROBLEMS? 
File Conversion Services 

Convert your software or data files 
from one computer for use on another 
computer. 

• TRS-80 Models III, 4, II, 12, 16 
• IBM and Other Microcomputers 

• Most Mini/Mainframe Computers 

• Diskette ---Magnetic Tape 

• Diskette -- Diskette 

The Glimpse Corporation 

l OSA Oronoco Street 

Alexandria , VA 223 14 

(703) 836-6800 

We Make Small Computers Produce! 
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We are now ready to check out our han
diwork. Return to the system via 
<Break>, and save with 

SAVE 20 DX.COM 

DX.COM should be a patched version 
of DDT .. COM. To test our work, load 
OX. DX.COM should be a perfectly 
working version of DDT.COM, except 
that the first D of DDT VERS should ap
pear on the screen in lower case. 

Think for a moment what would happen 
if you put the hex value of the operating 
system's "clear screen" code in this loca
tion instead of a lower case d . Let's try 
it. 

Use the same patch routine again, except 
this time put in a lA (if you have 
Lifeboat or A TON CP/ M ) or a OC (for 
Pickles and Trout CP/ M). The screen 
should clear itself each time you load 
this newly patched version. 

By using this technique, a brave hacker 
will find that he can patch his frequently 
used programs to clear the screen or 
otherwise initialize the terminal. I have 
occasionally found that a thoughtful 
programmer has left one or more line
feeds (OAh) right in front of the 
copyright notice on the program. It is 
often possible to change one of them to a 
clear screen code, thus getting the pro
gram to clear the screen instead of simp
ly rolling down a couple of lines when it 
loads. 

Any such modification is obviously 
made at your own risk on a trial and er
ror basis. Therein lies the art of hacking. 
You don't really know ahead of time 
whether a particular modification will 
work or not, but with lots of trials and 
lots of errors, you can learn all sorts of 
interesting things. 

The following remarks are written 
specifically on the assumption that you 
have the current version of Pickles and 
Trout CP/M (2.2m) and WordStar 3.3. 
It is believed that these patches will 
work on earlier versions of P & T 
CP /M. Some of them will work with 
Lifeboat and ATON CP/ M as well. It is 
further assumed that you have a work
ing version of WordStar 3.3. Pickles and 
Trout has a patch dated August 12, 1983 
that must be installed to get Version 3.3 
to work with the video board; it should 
be installed before attempting the fol
lowing hacks.* 

One thing you can do to WordStar to 
make it a little easier to use is to adjust 
the timing. WordStar has several built
in delays which are easily adjustable, 
and one of those delays controls the time 
that you must stare at the logo and the 
copyright notice. The other major delay 
controls the time sequence between help 
screens. Once you have used WordStar 
a few times, you will likely find the long 
delays in loading the main menu mad
dening. The remedy is as follows: 

-S02B2 
02B2 40 00 
0383 09 . 

In this example we have patched a single 
byte from 40 to 00 and then signified 
that patching was complete by entering 
the period . 

you must execute an appropriate SAVE 
command at their conclusion. 

The next thing you might want to do ·~ 
to suppress the display of that rather 1.. 

ly logo altogether. This patch will work 
on any 8-bit installation of WordStar 
3.3. The patch is: 

-S410F 
410F CD 00 
4110 CD . 

The logic of this patch is built around 
the fact that the logo display is simply a 
long string, and it seems that WordStar 
uses a null byte (OOh) as a string ter
minator. By simply patching the first 
byte of the logo to null, WordStar is 
fooled into displaying nothing. 

Immediately following the logo is the 
traditional installation message and 
serial number display. It, too, has been 
cluttered up with about 10 lines of ob
noxious messages that you will rather 
not read more than once. The following 
patch will take care of that message ; 

- S3F1D 
3F1D 20 00 
3F1E 54. 

With the installation of these two pat
ches, the startup display of WordStar 
3.3 will be the same as it was with 
previous versions of WordStar. If your 
timing patch was successful, you should 

This patch is useful on any WordStar in- reach the main menu almost instantly 
stallation of version 3.3, regardless of after you start t o load the program. No 
whether it is on Radio Shack equipment painful waits. It should be noted, 
or not. It will send you zipping right past however, that reducing the built-in tim
the logo and copyright notice. Similar ing delays will make WordStar seem 
results may be obtained on Version 3.0 somewhat jumpy. Those same delays 
by patching address 02D2 to zero (any that annoy an experienced operator are 
smaller number will cause a propor- confidence builders for the inexperienc
tionate increase in speed) . All of these ed. The contents of the timing byte 
patches are installed using DDT, and merely control the size of the delay loop. 

-· 'W~ . ,......,...,., •••• _ • .., _,..,.,,...... :)..~-- • '" • . . " __ . -· · ····:··:·--- ....... ~--" ·---- ·' -_;-;;.·::· _. " •• , ... , ... ? 

*To patch P&TCP/M2;2m or2T2H so that WordStar version3.3willwork, first 
e);ecute WINST ALL. Then (1) selectJ he Pickles ~ Trout terminal option, (2) leave 
the printer option~ i.m~hanged, an((3) exit wiNST ALL using t~e "A" optioJ1 : Patch 

'the VVS. COM file t~is j>roceduie f!~~lted. .······ . < · .····· - .. ··.·····• .· .. /. .· 
Exi~te the PAt ci-J utility. The file you WISh "to patch is ~WS .CO.tvf ... Press , 
':<ENTER> when asked if you wish to use a file or type in the patch directlyFand then 
type.in the following code as prompted by the line numbers: 

Lin~ · t --> RAe nd'-':ARA en:. oHR ALF 
,Line •2 7-> CKEOOR ACK .KMLQAC IGM 
'Line 3.-->IML QACJLN CQA CKE NJJ 
Line 4 --> JQA CKJ( OFQ ACJPFP QAJ 
Line ·s --> ACK FAK, :AKU PEOGCC 

!Yo~. -~ay. use .. W~N~IAL,.CQM~~i~~t.al( ·. --~¥W<>~~~tar •••. ~ 
driver on this newly patched ver~i~n of WS,£()1\.1.. 

':.__;;~~-..:. -'~-~::..2:£..:...:.:..:~.. "' '~:::...~::.~-----:·"' 
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I use zero for maximum performance, 
but if you find the sudden screen 
changes unnerving, you can adjust the 

~--number to suit your preference. 

The byte immediately prior to the timing 
byte described above (02blh) is also a 
timing byte. It is normally 19h and con
trols the time delay between help-screen 
changes _ It may be similarly adjusted to 
your personal preference. 

The next problem with WordStar relates 
to the fact that MicroPro does not sup~ 
port arrow keys or special function 
keys. This is a policy decision on their 
part and is understandable considering 
the massive lack of uniformity that ex
ists in the industry relating to special 
purpose keys. 

There are a couple of approaches possi
ble with respect to arrow keys and the 
like. First, you can (if you have ATON 
or P &: T 2.2m) redefine the operating 
system so the arrow keys generate the 
values WordStar expects for cursor 
movements. The second choice is to 
change WordStar so it matches the 
operating system. The disadvantage of 
changing the operating system is that 

- vou may find the changes made to ac-

commodate WordStar mess up some 
other program you may want to use. If 
you elect to customize WordStar, you 
can avoid that trap. The threshold ques
tion about the arrow keys must be: 
'What would you like them to do?" 

The question is interlocked with the pro
blem of doing something about a delete 
key_ The default installation implements 
the down-arrow key (lFh) as a destruc
tive backspace and the "Q (arrow down) 
as a delete-line-left command. This, of 
course, duplicates the use of the control 
dash ("-) key, but the latter is relatively 
inconvenient to use, particularly con
sidering that the destructive backspace is 
a very frequently used command (at 
least by strike-over typists like yours 
truly). 

My solution is to redefine the backspace 
key ("h) so that it is destructive (i.e., 
"gobble left"). This will free up the down 
arrow key to be defined to do what ar
row keys ought to do, and still leave you 
with plenty of ways to move the cursor 
to the left without "gobbling." The "S 
key will, of course, do the job, and, if 
you have a Model 12, so will the <F8> 
key. Similarly, if you have Pickles & 
Trout CP/M, the <HOLD> key will 

One of the weakest points of Model II Scripsit ~ is the fact that if something happens to glitch ONE of 
the documents, the whole document menu is VNVSEABLE. 
The only advice that Fort Worth has to offer is to make backups_ That advice is certainly the 
best, and as long as you do it often enough you'll never need SCRIPFIX*. BUT, what if you're 
like most of us and forget , or maybe you were in a hurry and just skipped the backup pro
cess the last few times and THEN something happens. Disaster ... . Sometimes it's not even 
a matter of retyping, which is bad enough, but it could be that creative work is lost. Oh! It's 
such a sad thing to see a grown-up cry! 

Well, dry away the tears, because, now, there's a solution to this all too frequent problem. 
SCRIPFIX* restores your files to a readable state. After a Scripsit' disk has been worked 
on by SCRIPFIX*, the Scripsit~ menu will once again be readable. Even files which you 
purposely deleted will be shown in the menu. So, if you accidentally delete a document 
that you wanted, SCRIPFIX* will get it back for you. 

If all the documents in a full file had to be retyped, it would take a typist 20 hours 
averaging 50 words a minute just to key it in , no proofreading or editing. SCRIPFIX* 
takes about 2 minutes. 

SCRIPFIX* pays for itself the first time you use it! Compare the cost of 20 hours 
of typing to the SCRIPFIX* low price of $69.95! 
Remember, that fatal glitch could happen at any moment! Will you be ready? 
Don't delay-Get up to date! Tandy has published 80 Patches for Model II Scripsit. We have placed 
them all into a single DOFILE and tested them. Save hours of typing. Order SCRIPSIT 
PATCHES' today! Write or phone: 

34 Scenic Hills Drive 
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603 

Phone (914) 471-9579 
SCRIPFIX* v. 1.0 for all versions of SCRIPSir except SCRIPSIT HD ........•.•.•.• $69,95 
SCRIPFIX HD for SCRIPSIT HD ... . .. . ... . . .... .............................. $89.95 
SCRIPSIT PATCHES for SCRIPSIT' 2.0 .........•••...... • ............... -. - .... $29.95 

Master Charge and Visa welcome 
Certified Check, Money Order or C.O.D. 

• Trademark of Tandy Corporation Add $4.00 Shipping and handling! 
• Trademark of Custom Computing Company 

also generate a Control S, unless you 
change it. 

To modify the backspace key in Word
Star version 3.3, use the following 
patch. Incidentally, this patch and the 
others given here will work with any 
variant of CP/M but are only usable 
with version 3.3 of WordStar. The 
ATON patch for WordStar 3.0 includes 
some of the same ideas I have described, 
and does implement the arrow keys, 
although in a slightly different way than 
that discussed here. 

-S04A3 
04A3 DA 43 
04A4 63 68 
04A5 04. 

To make the AQH (backspace) function 
as a delete-line-left, patch as follows in 
version 3.3: 

-50522 
0522 lF 08 
0523 44. 

Now that we have fixed the backspace 
key to do our deleting, we can feel free 
to define the arrow keys as we see fit. 
The common implementation of arrow 
keys is to set them up so that they move 
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the cursor a single space in the direction 
of the arrow. I have studied the use of 
WordStar for several years, however, 
and am convinced that this is not the 
most efficient implementation. With 
respect to the left and right arrows, it 
strikes me as redundant to implement 
them as a "Sand "D. The reason for this 
is that the "S and "D keys are easy to 
reach, not to the mention the fact that if 
you have a Model12 you have the <FS> 
and <F3> keys available. 

It seems more reasonable to utilize the 
left and right arrow keys to move the 
cursor to the end of the line ("QS and 
"QD). I find myself using these functions 
frequently, and they are quite awkward 
to use. Also, by implementing the arrow 
keys, you are replacing a three-key com
bination with a single key. 

I have experimented with the idea of us
ing the up and down arrows to move the 
cursor to the screen limit, but there just 
doesn't seem to be much demand for 
that function. I have accordingly stuck 
with a single line up and a single line 
down for the up and down arrows. Any
how, patch as follows (Vers. 3.3 only): 

-50655 
0655 00 lC 
0656 00 00 
0657 00 67 
0658 00 64 
0659 0010 
065A 00 00 
065B 00 49 
065C 00 64 
0650 00 lE 
065E 00 00 
065F 00 84 
0660 00 64 
0661 00. 

-50547 
0547 43 9A 
0548 68 64 
0549 07. 

Patches always seem a bit mystical, but 
the foregoing keyboard modifications 
are really quite simple, and, with a little 
imagination, you can make up your own 
patches to change the keyboard if you 
don't like my suggestions. 

The main information that you need to 
know in order to hack your own patches 
to the keyboard is that WordStar con
tains a keystroke dispatch table beginn
ing at about 0489h. The table consists of 
four byte sequences which extend to 
065Sh. The first two bytes of the set are 
the values of the keystrokes and the se
cond two bytes are the dispatch address 
of the function. Beginning at 0655h are a 
number of empty bytes which may be 
used for defining additional keys. 

I obtained the information, for exam
ple, for the left arrow patch by reading 
down the table to 04B9h where I found 
the sequence: 11 13 67 64. This tells me 
that the "QS function is called at address 
67 64. Accordingly, I implemented the 
left arrow key, which generates a lC, by 
adding onto the end of the table the se
quence lC 00 67 64. 

If I had wanted the left arrow to perform 
a character left (115), I would have look
ed at 049C and found the sequence: 13 
00 DA 63. This would have told me that 
the dispatch address for "Sis DA 63. Ac
cordingly, if I were to patch at 0655 the 
sequence lC 00 DA 63, the left arrow 
key would move the cursor left one 
character. 

For those of you still using older ver
sions of WordStar, you need to know 
that the keyboard dispatch table is 
almost the same, but not quite. The ad
dresses for Version 3.0 are a few bytes 

different. For example, the keyboard 
patch area for vers 3.0 begins at 0649h 
and at 063Dh for version 2.2. If you can 
learn to read HEX dumps, you can 
modify any version of the WordStar 
keyboard anyway you want. 

The final modification that I shall 
discuss is only relevant to memory
mapped installations of WordStar. 
WordStar annoyingly leaves the screen 
cluttered on exit to the system. If you are 
using a standard terminal emulation in
stallation, you can solve this problem by 
simply putting your terminal clear 
screen code into the the terminal de
initialization location (vers. 3.3 only). 
Unfortunately, the memory-mapped in
stallations ignore all the terminal codes 
so this technique will not work with the 
P & T memory-mapped installation. 
This doesn't mean it can't be done; it just 
means it's more difficult. 
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The basic tidbit of information you need 
in order to develop a patch to clear the 
screen is that WordStar version 3.3 
always calls address 028A before shu~ 
ting down (02A7 on version 3.0). 

At that address, you will normally find a 
C3 followed by two other numbers. If 
you use the DDT L command, DDT will 
disassemble the code for you. You do it 
as follows: 

-L028A 
02BA JMP 02D2 
(several more lines will follow) 

This is telling you that as a part of the 
shutdown routine, WordStar makes a 
Jump to address 0202. What we have to 
do is divert control to our special clear 
screen routine and then redirect control 
to the target address found at this loca
tion. 

The next task is to find a safe place to 
add a few lines of code. The official loca
tion for terminal patches begins about 
02EOh; however, in all the memory
mapped installations on the Radio Shack 
equipment, you will likely find the first 
part of this area full. 

~ 

No great magic is involved in finding , 
place to put some code. In version 3.3 
with P & T, the empty space beginning 
at 02fl may be used. In Version 3.0 and 
P & T, I put the patch down in the 
printer patch area at 0660h because the 
terminal patch area looked like it was 
full. With Lifeboat and ATON (vers. 
3.0), the patch went in at 339E. I selected 
this area because it immediately fol
lowed the standard Lifeboat shutdown 
patch located at 3360 and appeared to 
be empty. 

A word of warning IS m order about 
slamming in patches here and there, 
however. The mere fact that you find a 
hole in the code with a batch of null 
bytes in a line does not necessarily mean 
that the area is unused. Check out your 
results very carefully. 

Now comes the time to do a little 
assembly language programming and 
maybe get ourselves in a lot of trouble. 
We will use the "a" command of DDT. 
(The example is for Vers. 3.3 with P & T 
CP/M.) .~ 

'-... 

When using the "a" command of DDT, 
you are expected to enter the "a", 
followed immediately by the address at 
which you wish to work. Once this is 
done, you are expected to enter standard 



8080 assembly-language commands and 
conclude with a "."when done. 

Our first task will be to transfer control 
rom 028A to a location where there is 

more space, since we can't do what we 
need to do with only three bytes of 
space. This is accomplished with the 
following: 

-A02BA 
028A JMP 02Fl 
02AO . 

What we have just done is to insert the 
logical equivalent of a GOTO statement 
at our intercept point. Execution will 
JUMP to address 02Fl (for better or 
worse) whenever WordStar goes into the 
exit mode. 

We are now ready to assemble a clear 
screen command: 

-A02Fl 
02Fl MVI E,OC 
02F4 MVI C,02 
02F6 CALL 0005 
02F9 IMP 0202 
02FA. 

; put •L in register E 
; select CP/M function 2 
; goto CP/M entry point 
; send the program on about 
; its business 

A more cautious programmer might 
~ave added a few more lines of code to 
.lis routine to save all the registers 

before executing this routine. If you 
disassemble the subroutine at 02D2h, 
you will see how this is done. I have not 
done this because the intercept vector is 
a documented location for inserting such 
routines, and because my years of ex
perience have disclosed no adverse ef
fects from my failure to do so . 

It is my notion that if you will take the 
few hours necessary to learn to use 

A>DDT DD['; COM · 
DDT VERs 2.2 
NEXT PC 
1480 0100 
-D 

DDT, you will find yourself richly 
rewarded. You may not like the the par
ticular patches I have described here, but 
at least part of this article is intended to 
provide some tips on how to develop 
your own patches. 

I have two bits of advice about hacking: 
(1) make lots of backups, and (2) keep 
lots of records about what you do. 
These two procedures can save you from 
re-inventing the wheel later. The screen 
dump feature of P &. T 2.2m is ideal for 
keeping records of hacking attempts. As 
soon as you enter the patch, and while it 
is still showing on the screen, you can 
simply dump the screen to the printer 
and bingo, you have a paper record of 
exactly what you did. • 

TCBUG FORMS 
SPECIAL INTEREST 

GROUPS 

The Tandy Computer Business Users 
Group is forming various special interest 
groups (SIGs). At this time, the propos
ed groups are Cobol, Communications, 
Super Micros, XENIX, and Micro Hard
ware/ Software Comparative Studies . If 
you are interested in joining one of these 
groups, send your name, address, 
telephone number, and the SIG you 
wish to join to: 

Director, 
TCBUG Special Interest Groups 

Pueblo International, Inc. 
G.P.O. 3288 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00923 
Attn: James E. Larkins 
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Best Prices On 
TRS-80 Computers 

Our 6rh year of discounls 

Ed or Joe McManus 
Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax. 

Toll Free 800-231 ·3680 
Marymac Industries, Inc. 
22511 Katy Fwy .. Katy 

(Houston) Tx 77450 
1· 713-392-0747 
Telex 774132 

DESIGNED 
BY 
LAWYERS 

FOR 
LAWYERS 

Legal Software 
For Models II . 12 & 16 

- Docket Control/Calendar System 
~ Fully Integrated T ime/ Account/Billing 

System 
-In-house Retrieval System 
-Substantive Systems 

Micro Ia w of California, Ltd. 
819 F Street 

Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 447·8270 

MODEL 16 
and enhanced 

MODELS 2 & 12 
MEMORY TEST PROGRAM 

Detect t hose bad 6411 chips before 
your warrantee expires or programs 
crash due to bad memory . 

PAYS FOR ITSELF · Written in 68000 
assembly - Sup e r Fast. Will detect 
memory size and test all memory 
installed. 

$3995- S 2 . 50 P / H Includes 
Users Manual 

N.J . Residents Add 6% Tax 

8 0 COMPUTER SERVICES 
834 Lois Drive 

Williamstown, N . J . 08094 - . ~ (608 ) 728-3527 ' . 
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REVIEW OF 

T/MAKERIIT 
TIMAKER Ill combines word processing, spreadsheet capabilities, list sorting/tallying 
and bar charting into one complete package. Taken separately, each individual func
tion is out-performed by other programs available. The real power of TIMAKER /lilies 

in the integration of its components. 

BY RICHARD TRAHAN 

T /Maker III is an integrated 
word processor, spread sheet, 
file and list processor, and 

graph generator. 

Distributed on CP/M, it must be con
figured for the target computer, for 
which a comprehensive utility is pro
vided. Because of the complexity of the 
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System), 
configuration is not a trivial task and 
must be done by someone well versed 
in the intricacies of the operating 
system. If the Model 11/12/16 user is 
lucky enough to be using Lifeboat 
CP/M, configuring is easy, since 
Model II Lifeboat is on a list of stan
dard systems for which T /Maker III 
will provide the correct parameters 
automatically. 

For any other CP/M, however, system 
parameters must be denoted manually 
which proved to be quite an ordeal for 
the Pickles & Trout CP/M used for this 
review. Problems were compounded 
by the fact that the Model II CRT code 
sequence given in the manual is wrong; 
a careful reading of P&T literature was 
necessary to remedy this. Once done, 
however, T /Maker III worked smooth
ly and efficiently and is friendly 
enough to be operated by non
programmers. 

Printer setup is another chore for 
owners of the R/S Daisy Wheel or any 
other sophisticated printer. All of the 

Richard Trahan, President 
DATARIGHT Software, Inc. 
203 Main Street, Suite 43 
South Bound Brook, NJ 08880 

control sequences needed for 
underlining, boldface, superscript, 
subscript, proportional spacing, and 
special characters need to be entered 
into a printer translation table, and the 
user is responsible for designating the 
text codes corresponding to these func
tions. 

Print commands include some very 
handy features which allow the user to 
start a new page depending on how 
many blank lines are left on the current 
page, place a text line on a specified 
paper line, send the print image to the 
screen, selectively exclude pages 
without aborting the print process, 
print several documents without user 
intervention, and avoid line "window
ing" in which the first line of a 
paragraph is stranded on the bottom of 
a page. 

File chaining allows segments of 
various files to be linked and printed, 
much like the boilerplate utility found 
in other word processing programs. A 
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panelling feature allows documents 
wider than the page to be printed on 
separate sheets. 

The editor is screen oriented, using a 
300-character wide slate of height 
limited only by memory, over which 
the 80 x 24 window may be scrolled in 
any direction. A 68000 CPU will allow 
lines 400 characters wide. The usua· 
WP functions are provided: insert ana 
delete lines and characters, cut and 
paste, search and replace, set and clear 
tabs, define macros, break and join 
lines, center, reformat, forced end of 
page, blocking, headers and footers, 
and jump the cursor by entity. There 
are no alignment tabs or hyphenation 
capabilities . 

String replacement works on all occur
rences of the target; if you want to 
replace only the first few occurrences, 
you must do it manually or use a 
macro with a repetition count. Only 
one macro can be stored at a time. 
Both overstrike and insert modes are 
available, and autowrap may be 
turned on or off. Autowrap does not 
close up lines when deleting in a 
backwards direction. A table mode 
allows lines wider than the screen to be 
typed, and full column manipulation is 
provided. 

The keystrokes often bear no mne
monic relationship to their functions '
which makes it difficult to memoriz~ 
them, but a utility is provided to~ 
redefine keys and make them behave 
more like editors the user is already ac
customed to. As a start, it is suggested 
that cursor movement control keys be 



replaced by the HOLD and arrow 
keys. 

Because of the gyrations CP/M must 
go through to display characters, up
ward or sideways scrolling require 
screen repainting which is annoyingly 
slow. Users of Model II dedicated word 
processors will have to change their 
editing habits to avoid these move
ments frequently. 

Frame mode freezes row and column 
labels so these remain stationary while 
scrolling through the rest of the slate. 
Split screen labeling and scrolling is not 
available. 

The spreadsheet capability works a lit
tle differently than most others. The 
row and column layout is set up in the 
editor, with the addition of special 
symbols placed in the top and left 
margins that direct the various com
putation procedures; then, separate 
utilities operate on this file. 

A full range of arithmetic, trigo
- nometric, and transcendental functions 

'are provided, and there is great 

flexibility in ordering computation. 
Features include horizontal, vertical, 
or mixed order, suppression of zeroes, 
growth rates, straight line and com
pound projections, rounding to any 
granularity, iteration, and invisible 
columns_ A column is invisible when it 
is used to hold intermediate results but 
printing is not desired. 

A COMBINE command will merge the 
spreadsheet in RAM with an identical
ly formatted spreadsheet on disk, with 
some limited computation done be
tween corresponding cells. This could 
be used, for example, to sum monthly 
ledger totals into a yearly total. 

The list processing utility consists of 
eight commands that perform various 
functions on a text file. ARRANGE 
reorders the sequence of columns in the 
working area. (If the reader acquires 
T / Maker III, take note that the ex
amples in the tutorial will not work for 
this function because the listed 
parameters are wrong.) FIND and 
REPLACE are self-explanatory string 
functions, and DROP is similar to 

FIND and delete. KEEP discards all 
lines except those containing a 
specified string. MATCH reports the 
differences between two files . SORT 
allows ascending or descending, nu
meric or alphabetic sorting based on 
the contents of any field, as determined 
by column boundaries . TALLY counts 
like elements in a specified field, and 
can also total these if they are numeric . 

The bar chart utility, brazenly called 
graphics, creates a chart based on the 
values in either one column or one row 
of a table, but BAR commands can be 
concatenated to produce rows of re
lated bars. The chart itself can be 
edited before printing. It is easy to 
prepare tables suitable for both the 
COMPUTE and BAR commands, so 
extensive reformatting is not neces
sary . Various options are available: 
scaling the width and length of the bar, 
spacing between bars, space allocated 
to name and value labels for each bar, 
scroll enable/disable, and many 
others. Sets of bars from different files 
may be stacked in printed output. For 
example, you might want to compare 

'EASI - Draft 2000' 
Computer Aided Drafting System 
EASI - Draft 2000 is a menu driven 2D graphics 
package written in MC68000 assembly language.It 
provides FAST user friendly interac tive display 
functions that are found typically on systems 
costing several times our (under $20,000) intro
ductory price. 

Hardware includes: 
TRS-80 Model 168 

Vectrix high resolution (672 x 480) color monitor 
Summigraphics digitizing tablet 

WE CAN MAKE YOUR COMPUTER 
USER FRIENDLY 

WITH CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE 
FOR MODELS 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 16, 2000 

ON OPERATING SYSTEMS 
TRSDOS, XENIX, CP/M, MS-005 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Houston Instruments plotter (24" x 36" paper size) 

Software features: 
Multiple active drawing viewports 

Multi -layered drawings 
Graphic symbols and figures with transformations 

Stroked text (can be user definable) 
Circles, arcs , ellipses, and curve generation 

Pan and zoom windowing 
Background plotting 

Dynamic rubber band line 
Powerful drawing editing functions 

EASI Software, Inc. 
3425 East 117th Drive 

Denver, Colorado 80233 
(303) 451-6484 

2891 Livonia Center Rd. 
Lima, New york 14485 

(201) 367-5735 

1 PROFILE 2 & 3 ENHANCEMENTS 
DISPLAY, ADVANCED FILE DEFINITION, MATH 64 
8 LINE REPORTS TRANSFER, PROPACK, ETC. .. 

WE ARE THE PROFILE 16 
EXPERTS 

CAll OR WRITE US TODAY 
M & M Technologies corporation 

P.O. Box 237 DEPT-TS 
HERNDON, PA. 17830 (717) 758-9260 

Profile, TRSDOS, Profile-16 
MSDOS. XENIX 
CP/M 
Smallware 

TM Tandy corp. 
TM Microsoft 
TM Digi tal Research 
TM Small Computer Corp 
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data across several months, each 
month consisting of a set of bars and 
residing in a separate file. 

A set of file management commands 
perform a variety of functions: CLIP 
discards all of a file above the top line 
displayed on the screen. CREATE es
tablishes a new file. OAT A establishes 
a default disk drive. DELETE removes 
a file from the disk. DO executes com
mands from the edit file. FILES lists the 
T /Maker III files on disk. GET loads a 
specified file for editing. INFOR 
displays statistics on the working file. 
INSERT adds a disk file to the current 
working file. LIST views a disk file 
without disturbing working RAM. 
MERGE superimposes a disk file on the 
working file. NOTABS and TABS con
trol the saving of tab characters. 
RENAME, RESET, SAVE, STOP, and 
WAIT are self-explanatory. 

The Data Transfer utility has two com
mands, LOAD and UNLOAD, used to 
combine or separate tables from data. 
This allows creation of a table tem
plate, or mask, that can operate on 
many sets of data. It also permits dif
ferent computation schemes to be ap
plied to the same set of data; if there is 
a change in data, only one file need be 
changed. 

T /Maker III is not a paging or virtual 
system, i.e., it deals only with files 
small enough to hold in RAM. Despite 
T /Maker Ill's many powerful features, 
this single shortcoming disqualifies 
T /Maker III from serious business or 
professional use. Nor does file chaining 
save it; spreadsheet computations are 
severely limited by the size of the sheet 
- only 21 calculation lines can be "ac
tive" at one time. 

Even worse, a successful spreadsheet 
computation can result in a RAM im
age that can be saved to, but not recall
ed from, disk. The program should 
never allow this to happen; if you save 
it, you ought to be able to get it back. I 
spent two hours putting my year's 
business statistics into a spreadsheet, 
only to be left with an unretrievable 
file. 

As with most applications programs, 
the file structure is not revealed, mak
ing it impractical for a programmer to 
pare T /Maker III output down to read
able size. As a general rule, it is unwise 

to use any program whose data file 
structure is unknown and which does 
not have a two-way conversion utility 
like Scripsit's CONVERT or VisiCalc's 
DIF. 

Taken separately, the functions of 
T /Maker III are outperformed by other 
programs available for the Model II. 
The editor is no match for SCRIPSIT, 
and the spreadsheet is not VisiCalc. 

The real power of T /Maker III lies in 
the integrations of its components, 
especially the user-defined layout of 
the spreadsheet. 

The manual is well written, and except 
for some frustrating errors in the 
tutorial section, appears to accurately 
represent the behavior of the program. 
It was printed on an Epson, and the 
small type, which abounds, is difficult 
to read; this manner of printing is in
congruent with a program of this 
magnitude. 

T /Maker III is available for: CP /M-80, 
CP /M-86, and MS-DOS; these ver
sions require 250K disk storage. 
T /MAKER III is also available for PC
DOS which requires 128K for one
double sided disk drive; two single
sided double-density disk drives are 
needed for 300K disk storage. 

MODEL: II & 16 OWNERS 
Enhancements to enable your Radio 
Shack Single Drive Basic Programs to do 
more for you and custom written 
programs. 

Wrlta To: 

Radio Shack 
General Ledger 

Payroll 
Accounts Payable 
Custom Programs 

Hotel Reservation Systems 
Financial Eval. Calcaluations 

Joseph W. Brooks, Accountant 
24 woodland Terrace 

Lake Placid, NY 12946 
(516) 523-2320 

We use all in our business and support all 
systems. 

UTILITIES BILLING PROGRAMS 

e GAS 

e WATER 

e SEWAGE 

• GARBAGE 

TRS-80 MODEL II, 12, & 16 
Goodmans Computerized 
Business Services 
Paul G. Goodman 
Box 203 
Miami, Tx. 79059 
(806) 868-5661 

PROFESSIONALSOFTWARE TRS-8()® MODEL II & 16 NOW AVAILABLE! 

DISK SORT 2.0FOR HARD DISK OR FLOPPIES. NEW' UPT015+% FASTER $119.95* 
TRSDOS' 2.0a & 4.1 COMPATIBLE. FILL IN THE BLANKS & GO TO IT. 
WILL SORT ANY RANDOM FILE. OUTPUT OPTIONS: TAGS, TAGS & KEYS. OR COMPLETE FILE. 
1,000 REC's. SORTING 15 BYTES, INCLUDING ALL DISK 110=2 MIN. 33 SEC's. (FLOPPY) 
HARD DISK IS MUCH FASTER! NON·STOP JOB STREAM EXECUTION. 

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE. SAVE HOURS! $59.99* 
• SEE USED LINE ''s/NAMES AT A GLANCE • PRODUCES NICE PROGRAM LISTING 
• OTHER OPTIONS INCLUDE MAKING NEW PROGRAMS, DROPPING REMARKS. 

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING/SYSTEMS DESIGN 

'PLUS POSTAGE AND HANDLING. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

TRS-80 & TRSDOS 
ARE REGISTERED 
TRADEMARKS OF 
TANDY CORP. 

GOOD·L YDDON DATA SYSTEMS 
5486 RIVERSIDE DR. • CHINO, CA 91710 • (714) 980·4563 

DOC. ONLY $10.() 
DEDUCTIBLE ON 
PURCHASE 
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Custom Computing Company hears what computer users want and need. 

Introducing FRIENDLY Menu* 
... A nevv vvay to display, in your ovvn 
vvords, and readily access programs 
currently available in your system. 
Imagine, no more inefficiency and aggravation. 
No more trying to remember or figure out the 
names given to programs you are using. 

Friendly Menu* lets you call them anything you 
want and gives you .easy access to them, too! 

Look at these features: 

• available for the Model II, XII and XVI 
• includes several utilities and samples 

• room for up to 66 entries 
• 3 permanent entries-TRSDOS READY, 

CHANGE DISKS, SHUTDOWN COMPUTER 
• provisions for add, delete, edit change or 

move names anywhere in the menu 
• Friendly Menu* for TRSDOS 2.0a orb 

(floppy version) S69.95 
• Friendly Menu* for TRSDOS 4.2 Hard Disk 

Version $89.95 

What are you waiting for? Order yours todayr Calf our order phone collect 9l4-47l-7526 

11!1'" Custom 
~~~Computing 

~.....,... Company, Inc. 

34 Scenic Hills Drive • Poughkeepsie, New York 12603 

MasterCard and Visa welcome. Certified Check, Money Order or COD. 
Add $4.00 for shipping and handling. 
NYS purchasers add 5.25% sales tax. *Trademark of Custom Computing Company 
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SOFTWARE 

AN OVERVIEW OF 

PROFILE·16 
Profile 16 is Profile II Plus with all the enhancements you could ever dream of for your 

TRS-XENIX multi-user system. 

BY WILLIAM J. CLEMO, III 

P rofile 16 was not meant for the 
user who only wants to con
vert from manual filing and in

dexing into a computerized system; 
that would be a gross under-usage of 
the program's capabilities. Profile 16 is 
intended for use by the imaginative 
and experienced Profile II Plus user . 

Profile 16 running on XENIX allows 
multiple users to access and update the 
same file at the same time. Other users 
are automatically locked out (by "rec
ord lock-out") if another user is access
ing a record . Lock-out occurs on the 
record level, not the file level. 

Profile 16 is user friendly to the point 
that you cannot get lost anywhere 
within the program. The program is 
menu driven. Prompts are provided at 
every screen to lead you deeper into 
the program or back out to the Main 
menu. There are no commands or key
strokes to memorize and no stabs in the 
dark to see if "maybe this will work." 
Each screen is labeled as to what you 
are doing or where you are. 

It's possible to have up to 16 million 
records per file, 999 fields per record, 
and. up to 4,608 characters in each rec
ord. The only limitation on the number 
of files you can have is the amount of 
free disk storage you have left. Any 
field within the file can be sorted or 
selected. Each file can be password 
protected to insure data integrity and 
prevent accidental deletion. 

William ]. Clemo III 
M & M Technologie5 Corporation 
P. 0 . Box 237 
Herndon, PA 17830 

You can begin work in Profile 16 with 
a very simple data file structure and 
then build this data file into a complex 
and powerful system. A default screen 
and report are created automatically 
when you set up your file so you can 
have a working system in just a short 
time. 

Profile 16 gives you all the full screen 
graphics that the Model 16 is capable 
of. You are allowed to have up to 200 
fields per screen, and the number of 
screens you can have is limited only by 
the amount of free disk space left. 

Profile 16 has 17 system maintained 
fields, some of which are "date of last 
update," "date last batch updated," 
"created by whom," "last updated by 
whom," and "time last updated." This 
gives you an idea of who is using the 
system most effectively and allows you 
to track the input trail of data. 

The math functions added to the sys
tem allow for four function math ( + _,. 
I ) and conditional math on numeric 

. - • _ ......... ·-.... - ,..,....._,., •"' T'T'l'~ ,,..... IT A""" T A DV. t:'l=Rlll T A. RY 1 Qf\4 

fields, date fields, and time fields. Time 
fields can be converted from hour and 
minute to decimal format (12:30 _. 
12.5). Other math functions added are 
accumulators for cumulative totals, 
maximums, minimums, and averages. 
Mass recalculations can be done on all 
records or a selected group of records. 

Output processing allows you to create 
mailing labels, single page reports, ~ 
multiple page reports (255 columns by 
255 lines) or free form reports (in
voices, checks, statements, etc.). This 
gives you the option of running Profile 
16 as your accounting system or using 
Radio Shack's accounting packages. 
The report format allows you to spec-
ify any graphics character your printer 
can print. Each report can have up to 
four subtotal levels (any number of 
fields can be subtotaled) and one grand 
total. Mailing labels can be printed 
horizontally or vertically. You can 
print reports, labels, invoices, or any 
other type of output to the screen or 
printer or hatched mode to the printer. 
More information from other files can 
be brought together to create one 
report. 

Profile 16 also gives you conditional 
processing. This allows you to write a 
processing route for someone to fol
low. 

Conditional processing is the added 
programming language of Profile 16. 
Profile 16 gives you If, Then On, 
Gosub, Return Goto End logical condi
tionals within each processing state
ment (AND NOT OR). If you know 
anything about BASIC programming, 
this part is a piece of cake to use. 



- Profile 16 has 18 system edit types 
milt-in (12 types of date fields and two 
types of time fields are included). 
Through the define processing option 
on the main menu, Profile 16 gives you 
another additional 26 screens besides 
the 10 screens you can set up with the 
define screens option. 

You can set up user menus so the user 
does not have to see the Profile 16 
menu. Each one of the user menus can 
lead through a processing mode to let 
you enter only certain information on 
that screen . Multiple files can be ac
cessed to display each screen of infor
mation. 

You can manipulate your files to create 
small spin-off files, purge off empty 
records , write new records in a par
ticular order, purge outdated records 
to a new file or out of the original file, 
combine files together to create a new 
file , or add new data items to an ex
isting file without having to recreate 
the file . Profile 16lets you look for and 
organize records by associated groups 
of information, as well as individual 
·' ields. 

Profile 16 is data transferable to 
Multiplan and the soon-to-be released 
SCRIPSIT -16 (we keep hoping). 

Let's go through a point-by-point com
parison of the features provided by 
Profile 16 versus Profile II Plus with 
enhancements . 

Files: Profile 16 has increased the 
number of fields to 999 from the 99 
fields of Profile Plus . The number of 
characters per record has been in
creased from 853 to 4608. The key seg
ment is no longer limited in size to 85 
characters but can be up to 512 
characters in Profile 16. The record 
and field sizes can be changed even 
after data is entered into the file. The 
number of segments per file has been 
reduced to two on Profile 16 from four 
segment files of Profile Plus . 

A full screen is used for setup of 16 
fields at a time instead of each separate 
field one at a time. (Advanced File 
Definition and Shuffle show 32 fields 
when setting up a screen, but the file 
has to be redone to change one field.) 

This gives you the opportunity to view 
larger segments of the file structure and 
edit each item individually . The whole 
file doesn't have to be deleted to re
structure one field . On Profile 16, the 
file is automatically restructured when 
the fields are changed. The field types 
are set up when the file is created and 
not on the screen formats as in Profile 
Plus. Profile 16 allows up to 200 user 
defined field types . This gives you the 
flexibility to set up any type of record 
you might need. You can set up dum
my or reserve fields to be used later 
with 0 field length. Temporary pro
cessing fields are now available. 

Associated fields now have subfields 
per associated field in Profile 16. 

There are 17 system-maintained fields 
in Profile 16 versus the one system
maintained date field in Profile Plus . 

The number of records has increased 
from 64 thousand on Profile Plus to 16 
million on Profile 16. The files no 
longer need to be expanded. The "Add 
Record" option automatically expands 

B. O.A. SYSTEMS 
ENHANCEMENTS TO RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE 

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE: 
Why lose valuable deta il information after closing the monthly accounting period? HISTORY FILE 
modifications available to the following packages will allow retention of all detail information on a 
Year-to-date basis, with associated reporting : 
• General Ledger (26-4501) - History of all Posted Documents .. . ........ ..• .... . . . . . ... . $100 
• Accounts Receivable (26-4504)- History of all Posted Transactions . . . ... . ...... . . .. .... $125 

• Accounts Payable (26-4505) - History of all Posted Invoices ... . .. . ... ... ... . . ... .... ... $100 

• General Ledger (26-4501) - Modified to include Budgeted or Forecasted data, 
with Month/Year-to-date reports of Actual vs. Budgeted figures . . . ....... . ..... . .. .. ..... $100 

(All the above require at least 2 Disk drives [or a Hard Disk], and Profile+.) 

PROFILE+ UTILITIES: 
• Global Update. Update hundreds of records; enter data only once .. . .................... $100 
• Duplicate Record Removal. Find & report duplicates; option to purge; for large mailing lists ... $100 
• State & Zip Code Analysis. Reports distribution of database by State and various levels of Zip . . $ 75 

CUSTOM SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL BUSINESSES, ALL INDUSTRIES. 
FREE ESTIMATES ON DEVELOPMENT OF NEW APPLICATIONS. 

B. O.A. SYSTEMS 
8532 North Kedvale 
Skokie, Illinois 60076 
Phone: 312-982-0070 Profile+' " Small Computer Company, Inc. 
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as necessary. The file expansion pro
gram is still included to have data files 
span hard or floppy drives. 

Profile 16 running under TRS-XENIX 
means that multiple users can access 
the same file simultaneously. Record 
lock is used to stop two users from be
ing able to access the same record at 
the same time. 

A creation password can be set when 
the file is created so data formats can
not be deleted by someone who doesn't 
have the password. File formats, com
plete data files, or just the data within 
the file can be viewed or deleted from 
the Profile 16 directory. 

Screens: Profile 16 has added a default 
screen (Screen 0) that is automatically 
created when the file is created. The 
number of screens has been increased 
to 10 (0 through 9) on Profile 16 from 
the five on Profile Plus. Screens A 
through Z have been added as a part of 
the processing routines in Profile 16. 
This gives you a total of 36 screens per 
file. The guess work about where you 
are on the screen during setup has been 
taken out of Profile 16 by giving you a 
line and position counter on the bot
tom of the screen. 

The path which the cursor follows 
through the screen can also be defined. 

Reports, Labels, and Special Forms: 
You are not limited to five report, five 
label, and five merge formats per file 
on Profile 16 as in Profile Plus. The 
number of report formats is only 
limited by disk space available. Each 
report format has a filename on Profile 
16. You can use any character that 
your printer can print on a report. Pro
file 16 has added the ability to print a 
report, label, or special form right 
from Inquire Update and Add mode. 
You can also input information into 
the report while the report is being 
printed. The print parameters for each 
report are set up when the report is 
created and not at print time. Profile 16 
gives you both subtotals (up to four 
subtotal levels) and grand totals, 
unlike Profile Plus's grand total and 
one subtotal level. Profile 16 now in
cludes up to eight sort levels per report, 
and full math capabilities are now a 
part of report formatting. 

Inquire, Update, and Add: A form or 
mailing label can be generated directly 
from Inquire, Update, and Add option. 
When you press <ESC> to record a 
screen, the automatic processing can 
put you in the Update mode on another 
screen. 

Profile 16 provides two levels of error 
checking: (1) processing options on the 
input characters, and (2) edit types for 
the type of input (dollars and cents for
mat, date or zip code type fields). In
formation can be looked up before dis
playing the screen or after certain pro
cessing requirements are met or specific 
data is input. 

Profile 16 now allows for string man
'ipulation of data (same as the BASIC 
statement MID$). With the processing 
tables, you can ask for input after the 
screen has been recorded, or even add 
input to the record itself. The Add 
Records mode automatically expands 
the file size when records are added. 
Mass update and purge are now user 
definable functions (but only during 
processing). 

Indexing: The number of indexes has 
been increased to twelve on Profile 16 
from the one index per file on Profile 
Plus. Profile 16 maintains two indexes 
automatically (A and B) (the automatic 
indexes have to be set up prior to use in 
each file) and the other ten (0 through 
9) are user definable. The indexes can 
organize output as well as access 
records for inquiry. 

Math Formulas: Cumulative totals of 
fields with the total as a data item is 
now allowed in Profile 16. Conditional 
math has also been added. Profile 16 
allows parentheses in math formulas , 
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and ma" <e<alculation ;, now a ""''-L 
defined process (only during process
ing). 

Batch Processing: The ability to ar
chive records between files that are dif
ferent file sizes has been added to Pro
file 16. Now you can open a file and 
add a record while processing another 
record from another file. Multiple files 
can be used in a screen format or re
ports or to create a new file. Profile 16 
also gives you the posting option. You 
can use this to look at a transaction file 
and use the transaction file to update a 
master file. 

Menus: User menus now have the 
capability of up to 24 entries in a one
or two-column format. Profile Plus 
only allowed twelve entries in a single 
column format. Profile 16 user menus 
return you to the menu where you 
came from, not the main menu as in 
Profile Plus. A utility menu has been 
added to ease the backup and restore 
functions. 

Sorts and Selections: Profile 16 places 
no restrictions on the type of date fields 
that can be used accurately in a selec
tion format. Profile Plus had to have 
the date in a year-month-day format to 
sort correctly. Selections options can 
be made when the selection format is 
created in Profile 16 and not re-entered 
each time the selection process is used 
as in Profile Plus. 

Demand Indexing and output printing 
now have eight sort levels. There are 
extended selections for Inquire, Up
date and Add, demand indexing and 
">utput printing, plus each selection set 
can be referenced within other selec
tions. 

Other Capabilities: Profile 16 inter
faces with multi-user Multiplan. 
The file name can be preset from the 
program main menu, and as long as 
you're in Profile 16, the file name will 
be filled in for you automatically when 
you are prompted for a filename. 

The next issues of Advanced Com
puting will contain articles with more 
technical information on each of the 
Profile 16 menu items, discussions of 
the bugs and shortcomings of the Pro- _ 
file 16 system, things you can do with 
Profile 16 that aren 't documented in 
the manual, and how to interface 
Radio Shack's accounting packages 
with Profile 16. • 



''MASTER YOUR QWERTY'' 

I n the September-October 1983 issue of two/sixteen magazine (Vol. 2, 
No.2, p. 30), we published a touch-typing tutorial by Waldo T. Boyd 
entitled "Master Your QWERTY." The program included with the ar-

ticle has been causing problems for some people, and Mr. Boyd has been kind 
enough to forward the following minor modification: 

Line 910 delete 

970 delete last part beginning with the colon (leave line 
number and PRINT CHR$(2) intact). 

1100 delete 

1110 delete 

1120 delete 

Mr. Boyd explains: "These lines w~re involved originally in placing a blow-by
blow accuracy and speed report on screen. This proved to be distracting to the 
user so I stripped it out ... only it seems the above escaped my not-so-eagle 
eye." 

Also, for those of you who might be interested, Mr. Boyd will copy the com
plete 'Master Your QWERTY" program onto anyone's pre-formatted (impor
tant!) diskette for $25.00 postpaid USA, $27.00 Canada. Send to: 

Waldo T. Boyd 
P. 0. Box 86 

Geyersville, CA 95441 
------------------------~~ 

....................................... 
SOUTH FORK 
SOFTWARE 

TUTORPAK 
An integrated package of 30 

lessons that tutor the user in the 
BASIC language. Ideal for Model II 
owners who wish to learn BASIC in a 
self-paced manner ......... $30.00 

DEMOPAK 
A smosgasboard of 50 programs 

for leisure and personal use. In· 
eluded are games (28), personal 
finance (12), math/stat. (10). All for 
less than $1.00 per program'. $40.00 

CUSTODIAN 
Implements t~1e custodial accoun

ting function for equipment inven· 
tories. System captures property ID 
If, item name, manufacture, model If, 
serial H. acquisition cost and date. 
location, and inventory date. 
Designed for equipment inventory 
management and custodial 
reporting.. . . . ............ $30.00 

Send check or money order to 
Southfork Software 
68 Falrlake Drive 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

TRSDOS BASIC to XENIX BASIC -
CONVERSION UTILITIES 

When you decide to convert your 
BASIC. applications from TRSDOS 
to XENIX, you're in for a surprise. 
These two products reduce your 
conversion headaches. 
Keyword converter - adds appro
pnate spaces to TRSDOS BASIC [lro
grams to run under XENIX MBASIC. 
This program is smart and only 
adds spaces where required. 
Numeric converter- converts integer, 
single and double precision van
abies in data files to the formats 
required by XENIX MBASIC. If you 
don't want to rebuild your data 
base, this is a must. 

Keyword Converter $75.00 
Numeric Converter $75.00 
Shi~ping charge 3.00 
C.O.D. aild 2.00 

ORDER FROM:<SIS> Computer Software 
3669 Central Parkway 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45223 
Telephone 513-559-0641 
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HOW TO GET 
MORE OUT OF 
P&T CP/M 2.2M 

W
e at Pickles & Trout were pleased to see Mr. Robert 
VanNatta's recent review of our new CP/M 2.2m 
operating system for Radio Shack's Models 

Il/12/16 (two/sixteen, Nov /Dec, 1983). While we disagreed 
with a few of his opinions, we do not feel that it is necessary 
to comment on them. Rather, we would like to point out 
some of the capabilities of P&T CP/M 2.2m which have ap
parently not yet influenced Mr. VanNatta's operations and 
which we believe can help both Mr. VanNatta and other 
two/ sixteen readers to use the system more effectively. 

As Mr. VanNatta indicated, P&T CP/M 2.2m includes 
many features which make it a unique 
CP/M system. Of these, we believe the 
following are the most noteworthy. 

First, the P&T master diskette was 
designed so that it would automatically 
make a copy of itself, thereby insuring 
that a new user can have the system 
backed up and ready to run within 
minutes. 

Second, we modularized the system so 
that it could easily be configured to run 
a variety of Radio Shack and non
Radio Shack peripherals and so that we 
could offer our users a variety of useful 
utility modules. The four utility 
modules that are presently available 
allow them to (a) program up to five 
keys with character strings and/or 
command lines, (b) change the codes transmitted by up to 16 
keys, (c) print the screen at anytime, and (d) make the P&T 
screen driver emulate an ADM 3A terminal. 

Third, we included three alternative methods for performing 
system operations. Thus, a user may take advantage of: 

1. A system MENU program that was designed to make it 
exceedingly easy for even our most inexperienced customers 
to organize and use the system effectively. 

2. More than twenty P&T utility programs, most of which 
can be executed both interactively from the screen and from 
command lines. 

3. Thirty-five P&T "Special System Functions" that allow a 
user to alter the system's parameters from programs written 
in many higher level languages. 
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Finally, we added a special, preconfigured version of the 
VEDIT editor for customers who require the use of a full
screen editor. 

The value of each of these features should be fairly obvious. 
On the other hand, we realize that even our more experi
enced users might overlook how easily they can combine 
these features to create an exceptionally friendly environ
ment for inexperienced end-users. The following paragraphs 
provide a few hints on how this can be done. 

Many business offices now have both serial and centronics 
printers. Too often, this fact can re
quire the presence of someone who 
knows how to alter the operating 
system to communicate with one 
printer or the other. With 2.2m, th, 
delays and frustrations this entails can 
easily be overcome by following these 
four steps: 

1. Use Vedit to write a simple SUBMIT 
file that looks something like the 
following: 

Press <ctrl-4> to use the letter
quality printer. 
Press <ctrl-S> to use the dot-matrix 
printer. 

2. Auto-execute this SUBMIT file after 
every cold boot to remind the end-user of the options. 

3. Program <ctrl-4> and <ctrl-S> with the strings "ASSIGN 
LST: = SIOA<escXenter>" and "ASSIGN LST: = CEN
TRON<escXenter>" respectively. And then 

4. Save these keys using the KT option of MENU. 

It is almost as simple to combine a programmable key and 
SUBMIT file to insure that data files are properly backed up. 
For instance, if an office manager made <ctrl-1> the office
wide "back up" key, he or she could then program this key 
to execute the command line "SUBMI1 
BACK<escXenter>'' on every system diskette in the office .' 
BACK.SUB might then be written as follows: 

FORMAT DRIVE=B: DD V PMOUNT 
CLONE B:=A: ALL V 

l 



A brief explanation of this file is perhaps desirable. The first 
of these commands will prompt the user to mount the 
diskette to be formatted (PMOUNT), format the diskette on 
drive B (DRIVE=B:) at double density (DD), and verify it 
(V). The second command will make an image copy of 
everything (ALL) on the diskette in drive A onto the diskette 
in drive B (B: =A:) and then verify (V) the accuracy of the 
copy. (One could of course use PIP to write more precise 
copy commands: e.g., PIP B: =A:*.DBF[v] will copy dBase 
II data files from drive A to drive B.) 

Many more complex operations can be organized, especially 
if a user has some programming background. For instance, 
since there is nothing more unnerving to new users than 
system error messages which do not tell them what they 
should do to remedy the situation, a programmer may want 
to set up the system so that he or she determines what 
messages are sent to the end-user. Fortunately, it is relative
ly easy to do this if the utility programs are being executed 
from a file like BACK.SUB (described above). Only two 
steps are involved: (1) modify each utility's command line so 
that its error messages are sent to a file rather than to the 
screen, and (2) write a short program that scans the output 
file for error messages and determines what instructions 
should be sent to the end-user. An appropriately modified 
version of BACK.SUB indicates how this should be done: 

' FORMAT DRIVE=B: DD V PMOUNT / A:CHECKl.ERR 
-' MBASIC CHKPGMI 
CLONE B: =A: ALL V I A:CHECK2.ERR 
MBASIC CHKPGM2 

In this case, each utility sends its error messages to its 
CHECKn.ERR file, which is then scanned by the correspon
ding CHKPGMn program. (Please note: since there is a sam
ple MBASIC program of this type in the P&T User's Manual 
and on the P&T master diskette, even a neophyte program
mer can use this technique.) 

A second example: one can easily standardize the keyboard 
interface to different programs by using 2.2m's ability to 
"translate" up to sixteen keys. There is a system utility, 
called KXEDIT, which allows any user to translate the keys 
interactively from the screen. However, anyone with even a 
little programming experience can make it even easier than 
this for the end-user by (1) writing one small "key transla
tion" program for each software package used, and (2) com
bining each set of programs in appropriately named SUB
MIT files. For instance, the following BASIC program will 
translate the arrow keys so that they will send appropriate 
codes to WordStar (e.g., so that the <up arrow> key will 
transmit the <ctrl-E> code): 

10 ' Program to translate arrow keys 
20 ' Alert KEYXLATE that codes follow 

-. 30 PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(24); 
140 ' Send codes of keys being translated 
so PRINT CHR$(28);CHR$(29);CHR$(30);CHR$(31); 
60 FOR I=l TO 12 : PRINT CHR$(128); :NEXT; 
70 ' Send new codes of keys being translated 
80 PRINT CHR$(19);CHR$(4);CHR$(5);CHR$(24); 
90 FOR I=1 TO 12 : PRINT CHR$(128); :NEXT; 

If this little program is executed just before Wordstar in a 
SUBMIT file (called, for instance, WS.SUB), it will 
automatically re-configure the keyboard so that the arrow 
keys will work like arrow keys are supposed to work. 

We might profitably add two further notes on translating 
the keyboard. First, since there is a modified version of the 
above program in our manual and on the P&T master 
diskette, a user can easily create several different key 
translation programs using it as a model. Second, there is an 
alternative (albeit somewhat more limited) procedure for 
non- programmers that allows them to use VEDIT to create 
a key translation file. The user need merely TYPE such a file 
to the screen to change the key translations . 

A person with somewhat more programming experience can 
make the system even easier to use by utilizing 2.2m's 35 
"Special System Functions". In essence, these are small 
routines that can be "called" from high-level languages to 
perform a variety of system operations: e.g., directing out
put to particular l/0 ports, reading system time and date, 
splitting the screen, sending flashing messages to the screen, 
etc. Using these capabilities, a programmer can design ap
plication packages that require little more of the end-user 
than the ability to follow simple directions appearing on the 
screen. 

Perhaps the most exciting capability that 2.2m offers pro
grammers and vendors is the means to pre-determine the 
operating parameters of any 2.2m system on which their 
programs are installed. The procedure for doing this is ex
tremely simple, because each 2.2m operating system in
cludes one file (BIOSPARM.PNT) which determines exactly 
which modules, key strings, key codes, serial port 
parameters, etc. will be loaded into memory when the 
system is powered up or reset. It also determines what (if 
any) program will be auto-executed after every cold (or cold 
and warm) boot. Thus, all the programmer or vendor need 
do is (1) configure a copy of this file that will work perfectly 
with his / her own program, and (2) ensure that it is copied to 
the end-user's P&T CP/M 2 working system diskette (using 
a SUBMIT file perhaps). The result can be about as perfect a 
"turn-key" package as can be devised when two complicated 
computer programs are combined. 

We could easily cite numerous other examples, but our main 
point should be fairly obvious. If we at Pickles & Trout 
knew exactly what hardware and software our customers 
would use, we could write a CP/ M 2 operating system that 
is even easier to use than 2.2m. But since we can't, we have 
designed a system that someone else (who does have this 
knowledge) can tailor to the particular requirements of any 
situation. In general, we would suggest that this task be 
delegated to someone with some prior CP/ M and program
ming experience, but even this is not necessary. Our "first 
class" documentation (to quote Mr. VanNatta) provides all 
the information that a diligent beginner needs to tailor the 
system. If the job is done well, the result can be a well
integrated package that anyone can use with a minimum of 
training. • 
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In our November/December installment of this CompuServe series, Dr. Naitoh 
showed us how to get signed up with and signed onto CompuServe. 

COMPUSERVE 
Become A Frontiersman In The Land Of Nighttime 

BY PAUL NAITOH 

I n this article, we'll discuss 
some tricks you can do with 
CompuServe. If you own 

Alfred Glossbrenner's book, The Com
plete Handbook of Personal Computer 
Communications (N.Y.: St. Martin's 
Press, 1983; $14.95), you might try his 
'Three-Session Approach" to "Getting 
to Know The Sytem" (pages 113-118). I 
like to think of these sessions as guided 
tours of the new frontier-land. Any
way, be sure to check your Compu
Serve INDEX against Glossbrenner's 
before you proceed; some page num
bers listed by him are no longer cur
rent. 

Electronic Mail 
Suppose that a friend of yours is a 
CompuServe subscriber, and you wish 
to send your friend a letter via elec
tronic mail. In response to the prompt 
I, type in GO EMA <ENTER>. This 
will bring you to Page EMA-1, with its 
message asking whether you want to 
read mail addressed to you or whether 
you wish to compose and send mail. 
Type <2> to select option #2: write 
and send mail. 

Choosing option #2 will provide you 
with a menu. To compose your letter, 
you are going to use CompuServe's 
FILe Generating and Editing program 
(FILGE). To know more about FILGE, 
you must buy a FILGE manual through 
FEEDBACK (more on FEEDBACK 
later). 

Paul Naitoh, Ph.D. 
4446 Marseilles Street 
San Diego, CA 92107 

When you receive the "Ready" 
message, you can start typing your let
ter. Each line should be 30 characters 
or so. This is not a word processor! 
You have to hit <ENTER> at the end 
of each line I Before you press 
<ENTER> to move to another line in 
your message, be sure to read carefully 
what you have typed. If you find er
rors in spelling or you want to rewrite 
the line, use <BACK SPACE> to erase 
the unwanted portion of the line, and 
retype. When you are sure that this line 
of text is all right, hit <ENTER> to go 
to the next line, and continue writing 
the next line of letter. (You can rewrite 
already entered lines, but for that you 
must know more about FILGE.) 
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After you are through writing the let
ter, you must enter a fresh line by 
pressing <ENTER> and then typing 
!EX <ENTER>. The /EX will get you 
out of letter-writing mode and back to 
the menu. 

CompuServe will permit you to store 
your letter in your Personal Program
ming area (which has 128K byte space ------._ 
and is assigned to you as a part of your 
CompuServe subscription). To send 
your mail out press <6>. According to 
the CompuServe brochure, electronic 
mail will be delivered within 25 
minutes. 



- " Reading your Electronic Mail is simple . 
At the Electronic mail menu, select op
tion #1: "Read Mail." Then, you can 
follow the 'instructions displayed on 
the CRT to read your mail. 

Adding Lowercase to Message 
As you will notice quickly, most Com
puServe functions can be chosen from 
a menu and are friendly to users as 
CompuServe offers many on-line in
structions. However, certain Com
puServe options are hidden and are not 
so obvious. For instance, you will 
receive all information sent by Com
puServe in upper case characters only, 
even though the Model II has lower 
case characters as well. You must in
struct CompuServe to change "ter
minal parameters" to have displays of 
text on your Model 11 / 12116 in a 
proper mix of the upper and lower 
cases. 

There are two ways to go about issuing 
the instruction to give both upper and 
lower cases . The simplest is to type GO 
CIS-4 <ENTER> m response to any 

prompt (1). On page CIS-4, hit <S> to 
select option #5 "Changing Terminal 
Defaults." You'll get the menu to 
change the "Default" to what you 
wish. There you should select the 
lower case capability option and make 
your option permanent. Immediately 
after changing the terminal pa
rameters, you will begin to receive 
CompuServe messages in the upper 
and lower cases . 

Another way is to type GO PCS-71 
and then R DEF AL T in response to the 
prompt, (OK). Type in exactly as 
DEFALT. A menu will appear, and 
you can print out on-line explanations 
of "terminal parameters. " 

CompuServe has two distinct areas: 
Display area with the (!) prompt, and 
MicroNET area with the (O.K.) 
prompt. Page PCS-71 is in the 
MicroNET area, known as the Per
sonal Computing Area . Unlike 
Display, MicroNET has no menu and 
generally is more difficult to use. To 
move out of this area, type in either R 
DISPLA or EXI. 

FEEDBACK 
You use FEEDBACK, located on Page 
CIS-4, to place an order for instruction 
manuals and software or to leave 
messages for CompuServe. (They'll 
answer you via EMAil). When using 
FEEDBACK, you are not charged for 
standard connect time. FEEDBACK is 
menu-oriented and easy to use. 

Special Interest Group (SIG):MNETSO 
Some subscribers of CompuServe 
might be most anxious to get to know 
other owners of similar computers and 
peripherals. The best way to do so will 
be to join one of the Special Interest 
Groups (SICs) in CompuServe. Type 
in GO PCS- 50. 

CompuServe has three SICs for 
TRS80s: TRS80 CoCo, MNET80, and 
POWERSOFT. Before you sign up 
with a TRS80 SIG, you may wish to 
just "look around" in these SICs . To 
join MNET80 or POWERSOFT, you 
have to pay an extra fee of $20 each to 
gain full access to all SIG data. 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
SORT PAC FILE SORTING PACKAGE 

A Package of Nine Programs for Sorting TRSDOS 2.0a, 2.0b & 4.2 files for 
Radio Shack TRS-80 Models 2, 12 & 16 

Fastest floppy disk File Sorting package available for 2/12/16. Sorts 5000, 20 byte records in 1 min 30 sees 
(disk 1/0 included). Programs run under TRSDOS, CP/M operating system not required . Sorts records with up 
to 1000 fields, Records lengths to 32K bytes . Production Oriented. Answers to queries can be saved in 
ANSWER files for future use so that complex jobs can be inserted into job stream. Corresponding records of 
separate files can be joined together. Sort full file or create index file, use any fields desired as keys . Move 
selected PROFILE data fields to your files & vice-versa. Sort PROFILE fields across data segments in any 
order you desire. Combine fields of different PROFILE files to form new PROFILE files . Easy to use. No pro
gramming required. Includes 90 page users manual. 
$30 Manual. .... deductable from full Purchase Price of. .... . $220. 

DISKPAC DISK COPY & MAINTENANCE UTILITY 
BACKUP & REORGANIZE DISKS; FAST FILE MOVES & COPIES; DISPLAY MEMORY, 

DISKS & FILES; PATCH BYTES ON DISK; ALTER RECORD LENGTHS OF FILES. 
Runs on TRS-80 Models 2, 12 &16 under TRSDOS 2.0A, 2.0B & 4.2 

2.0A & 2.0B versions: Backup & Verify in 55 seconds. Works with single or multiple drive systems. 4.2 version: 
Backup 154 tracks in 70 seconds; Backup & Verify in 95 seconds; Backup, Verify & Compare all bytes in 115 
seconds. Reorganize disks with fragmented files . Make disks with flawed sectors usable. Compacts free disk 
area. Very fast run time. Copy files up to 25 times faster than TRSDOS copy & move commands. Patch any 
byte on disk including passwords . Put files on the disk you desire for more efficient diskette use. Display 
files, disk & any part of memory on screen or printer. Alter the record length of a file. Spool directly from your 
files . $20 manual (50pp) ..... deductable from full purchase price of ..... $100. 

-MASTER CARD, VISA, MONEY-ORDER or CHECK accepted-
3D day money back guarantee, if for any reason you are not satisified . 

CALL: 1·800-448-4511 NY: 1-800-962-1480 Ask tor Ext. 314 

WRITE: SUPERIOR SOFIWARE SYSTEMS, 609 GRANGER RD., SYR., NY 13219 
TRS80 & TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. PROFILE is a trademark of the Small Computer Company, Inc., licensed to Tandy. 
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Before you start looking into what 
MNETSO SIG can offer, it's a good idea 
to hit <HOLDXZ> to clear the com
puter memory. (To close off the 
memory, hit <HOLDXC>.) Then 
turn your printer on and press 
<HOLDXR> to start retrieving the 
SIC's data. If you are an "expert" user, 
you don't need to have a printer on. In
stead, you can hit <HOLDXO> (not 
zero) to open the Model II's memory to 
store messages from CompuServe. 

If you have selected MNET80 and ha~e 
typed in MI (Membership Information) 
at the prompt, MNET80 SIG will dis
play membership information. Some 
SICS, such as the CP / M SIG, does not 
require any membership fee, and you 
can go right ahead using all of its ser
vices from the very moment you start 
browsing around in it. 

A lot of things can be done in 
MNET80, but you must learn many 
commands in the SIG. An inexpensive 
manual, Special Interest Group In
structions, is a necessary investment 
for that _purpose. The menu is given 
whenever you enter the SIC to show 
you what you can do in MNET80 SIG. 

Function menu: 
1. (L) Leave a message 
2. (R) Read messages 
3. (RN) Read new messages 
5. (B) Read bulletins 
6. (CO) Online conference 
9. (OP) Change your SIG options 
0. (E) Exit from this SIG 
Enter selection or H for help : 

You might be disappointed by this 
menu, though. It doesn't list an option 
for DOWNloading SIC's treasure trove 
of programs of MNET80 members, nor 

does it give an option for UPloading 
your programs to be shared by all 
other members. 

How can we DOWNload and UPload 
programs? How can we get to know 
what kind of people are members of 
MNET80 SIG7 The owners of Models 
II, 12 and 16 would like to know more 
about the owners of these models in 
MNET80. This is where a new 
subscriber to CompuServe begins to 
grope in the dark, spending money and 
time. 

A Few Handy SIG Commands 
The XA command will take you into 
the SIG database, even though the 
menu doesn't tell you that you can do 
this. Just type in XA at the SIG Menu , 
and you will get a cryptic message ad-

vising you that you are in the SIC's 
database. 

You will be asked to identify the 
database you wish to look at, and you 
must choose from the given options. 
These options represent the various 
categories into which the available 
computer programs are divided. The 
programs in group 0 are concerned 
with general topics and are helpful for 
all TRSBO computer users; Group 1 is 
set aside for Model I and III owners; 
the programs in Group 2 are for Color 
Computer owners; Group 3 contains 
items of interest for Model II / 12/ 16 
owners; and Group 4 is for ModellOO 
owners. 

O.K., so you type <3>. After you are 
in the SIG data base, it's time for you 
to dig into the manual, Special Interest 
Group Instructions, so you can use the 
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various commands available for the •-., 
SIG. 

Type CAT IDES <ENTER> if you wish 
to know what sort of programs other 
SIG members have submitted. This 
will result in the printing out of a 
CATalog of DEScriptions of currently 
available programs submitted by SIG 
members exclusively for Model 
Il / 12116. 

By the way, don't try this CAT IDES 
for subgroups 0 or 1 because there are 
so many programs in these subgroups, 
your request to print them all up will 
chew up your time (and money). 

If you do not require detailed descrip
tions of the programs, just type in CAT 
<ENTER>, and this command will you 
give you a one liner for each program 
in MNET80, such as: 

[70045,1457) HANGMN.BAS 
12-APR-83 7515 ACCESS:3 30-May-83 

Of course, you cannot really tell 
without a full description what this 
BASIC program named "HANGMN" 
will do for you, but this sort of listing 
is very handy when there are many 
programs. Each program is identified 
by the date of submission of the pro
gram (e.g., 12-Apr-83 in the above ex
ample), memory required for the pro
gram (7,515 bytes), the total number of 
times the program has been accessed 
by other members of CompuServe 
(three times for this program), and the 
last date this program is accessed 
(30-May-83) . 

The V command gives you Vitae of the 
members of the SIG. This is also called 
the "Interest Log," and you can search 
for members who are interested in the 
Model 100 or the Model II, etc . 

Other SIG Commands 
There are additional commands you 
can enter in response to the SIG I Ac
cess prompt: PUB, NOR, CAT, TYP, 
DOW, KEY, SUB, DEL, EXI, and HEL. 
In this list, you see the command you 
have been waiting for: DOW or TYP. 
These commands make it possible for -., 
you to copy the cataloged programs in- ' 
to your own computer memory or 
even directly to your own diskette. If 
you have CompuServe VIDTEX, the 
process of DOWNloading the program 
is simplicity in itself. Here is how. 



first, identify a program you wish to 
·DOWNload to your diskette. Let's say 
you wish to DOWNload 
HANGMN.BAS. In response to 
(SIC/Access:), type in DOW 
HANGMN.BAS <ENTER> 

Then CompuServe will ask you to 
specify the name you wish to use on 
your own diskette (that is, an output 
file name). Type in, for example, 
HANGMN/BAS. 

It is crucial for you to replace the"." in 
the CompuServe program's name with 
the TRSDOS "/" when specifying your 
output file. Otherwise, TRSDOS will 
drop anything beyond the "." when 
DOWNloading, and create a disk file 
under the name HANGMN without 
any extension! This will get you in a 
merry game when TRSDOS BASIC 
cannot recognize HANGMN as a 
BASIC program. TRSDOS will not 
RENAME HANGMAN to 
HANGMN/BAS, because TRSDOS 
thinks that HANGMN is protected by 

-· a special password! 

When given an output filename, Com
puServe's VIDTEX program (but not 
Radio Shack VIDTEX program) will 
open your disk file, and transfer the 
program from CompuServe to your 
file. After completion of the program 
transfer, it will close the disk for you! 
All you have to do is to wait. Because 
CompuServe "filters" unnecessary 
characters involved in transmitting 
programs through a telephone line, the 
program you have DOWNloaded can 
be immediately run with BASIC, 
without any further editing by you. 

If you are using another communica
tions program, such as the Model II's 
'TERMINAL", you have to edit the 
DOWNloaded programs by moving 
them to a SCRIPSIT disk. Be sure to 
use SCRIPSIT version 2.1.0, as it has a 
greater space of 13 granules to accept 
an ASCII file. 

Once you are in the SCRIPSIT menu, 
create a new, empty file under a name 
· (for example, HANGMN/TXT, and 
use SCRIPSIT's "C" option to convert 
the ASCII file (containing a BASIC 
program, HANGMN/BAS) into a 
SCRIPSIT file, and then edit the pro
gram. After editing, you can call up the 
C option again, and now change the 

SCRIPSIT file back into an ASCII file. 
Now you can run the program with 
BASIC. This process becomes tedious 
very quickly, and you will begin to 
really appreciate CompuServe's 
VIDTEX for convenience. 

By the way, if you don't have Com
puServe's VIDTEX, you must use the 
'TYP" command (from the SIG/ Ac
cess menu) to DOWNload the pro
gram. The TYP command sends a 
CompuServe file to you, and if you 
open your computer memory by 
<HOLDXOXZ> and make it ready 
to accept the file, you can store the 
CompuServe file into your computer's 
memory. 

The TYP command is also handy when 
you wish to display a program on your 
Model II monitor, or when you want 
to list the file with a printer, or when 
you wish to store a program in your 
diskette. To store the program after 
using TYP, hit <HOLD> and either 
<u> or <S>. These details are given in 
CompuServe VIDTEX 2.0 manual. 

Now, when you are in the SIG/ Access 
mode, you have to type EXI to get back 
to page PCS- 54. 

You'll "DO" much better 
with DOPLUS by Micron 

DOPLUS frees you from your keyboard. 
With this package you can leave your 
computer to operate itself: running pro
grams, generating reports, and other 
such functions. To operate DOPLUS, 
you prepare a file with a set of system 
commands and answers to the 
programs' prompts. You won't have to 
wait for the prompts because DOPLUS 
is an advanced replacement for DO. It 
allows you to perform truly automatic 
functions. DO ties you to your 
keyboard -- DOPLUS provides a wonder· 
ful new freedom, and it costs only 
$150. 

Want to know more? Write to me today, 
and I'll send you a copy of our new 
catalog with all the details. 

Dallas Mal/erich Ill 
Sales & Marketing 

MICRON, INC. 
10045 Waterford Drive 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 
(301) 461-2721 

Call for 
Custom 

Software 

BOOt ERROR DC 
PLUG YOUR MOD II 

DISC EXPANSION UNIT INTO THE 
SeeBee UNIT AND FORGET ABOUT 
THE BOOT ERROR DC MESSAGE 

··1n my opm10n. all users of older Model 1/'s. should 
gel a SeeBee as cheap msurance agatnsl the dreaded 
Boot Error " R.H . Young, Editor/Publisher 

Two/Sixteen · Jan·Feb 1983 

··SeeBee performs as reoresented f(s a better mouse 
trap C.A Perelman 

Product ReY>ew . eo M>cro July 1983 

•Total ly software transparent 
• Run your d•sk expans1on un•l only when needed 
• Ellm•nate rucned system diskettes 
•Compact 2 1n. x 3 1n . size 
•S1m ple plug 1n •nstallation 
• Money back guarantee 90 day warranty 
•$64 .50 plus $3 00 sh•ppmg and handling 
•lnd•ana residents · add 5% sales tax 

PLEASE SPECIFY IF YOU ALSO HAVE A HARD DISK 

MICROCOMPUTER PRINTOUT BASKET 

• Use on any table 
•Sturdy steel construction 
• Beige epoxy finish 
•Spt~cral power r.nrr1 & srgnal cable retainer 
• 12 mch $22 50 18 inch $24.50 plus 

$3_00 shrppmg and t'landlrng 

See, Inc. 
DEPT. E 

.•.• ! P.O. BOX 40215 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46240 

317-844·8817 



.--------(A·DO ·IT· YOURSELF ·GUIDE)r-------
1~ 

A s a user of SCRIPSIT 
2.0,1 have found it to 
be a very friendly and 

capable word processor. During 
the past year that my secretary 
and I have been using SCRIP
SIT, we have experienced two 
SCRIPSIT crashes, both caused 
by power failures. 

At the time of the first crash, the 
diskette was well backed up, 
and only a minor amount of 
typing had to be done to 
bring the back-up current. 

However, in the most recent 
case, I did not have my diskette 
backed up . Several calls to the 

Utility, several things became 
apparent : (1) All the files on the 
diskette were unharmed, with 
the exception of the SCRIPSIT 
directory; (2) the diskette could 
be backed up, but the back-up 
diskette had the same problem 
with the SCRIPSIT directory; 
(3) using the crashed diskette in 
Drive 1 with a good directory in 
Drive 0 gave the same results 

~;;;~~~~~Ei::;;;iF-=~~ ....... when attempting to access the 
directory from the crashed 
diskette; (4) a perusal of the file 
DOCUMENT /CTL using the ~ 
List utility convinced me that 
the documents were still intact 
on the diskette. 

nearest well-equipped Radio Now I had defined the problem 
Shack Computer Center proved enough to know that I had to 
to be no help in recovering my ~::::::.:::::.:::::.:::::.::::::=::::==-:~~=--=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: find the SCRIPSIT Directory in
diskette. The personnel at the store When the power returned, the system formation and determine how SCRIP
were very willing to help but did not was re-started, and SCRIPSIT was SIT accesses it. Not surprisingly, Radio 
have the experience or information to brought up in Drive 0. Shack supplied no information to help . 
do so. Their effort to obtain SCRIPSIT 
directory information from Fort Worth Everything was OK until the SCRIP
was also of no avail. Radio Shack's SIT directory was displayed. The 
bottom line was that adequate back- SCRIPSIT header indicated that I had 
ups should be kept (I know that!), and 17 documents on this diskette; the 
they would not help to recover my document being written when the 
crashed diskette. power failed would have been the 17th 

document on this diskette. The first cell 

I decided to attempt the recovery 
myself, and indeed, I did recover all 
documents except the one being writ
ten when the power failed . Here's what 
happened to me and what I learned 
about how to recover a SCRIPSIT 2.0 
diskette that fails . 

The most recent crash occurred while I 
was converting an ASCII file from a 
TRSDOS diskette in Drive 1 to a 
SCRIPSIT file on the SCRIPSIT 
dislcette in Drive 0. As soon as the 
power failed, I pulled the diskettes 
from both drives to prevent further 
possible damage during power up. 

in the directory contained graphics 
characters -- the ASCII value 00 
--where the document information 
should be. The remainder of the direc
tory cells were empty. 

All attempts to access the files from the 
SCRIPSIT directory failed. The cursor 
would not move beyond the cell con
taining the graphics characters. An 
attempt to open that document gave no 
results, and the old documents could 
not be opened by name either. 

Taking the symptoms of the problem, 
together with the results of a bit of in
vestigating with the TRSDOS List 
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The solution to my problem was found 
by searching the file DOCUMENT I 
CTL for the directory information. My 
search revealed that the needed direc
tory data was scattered throughout 
DOCUMENT /CTL, with each docu
ment's directory data being contained 
in a 256 byte record. A study of the 
data in several directory records 
revealed that the SCRIPSIT directory 
is a simple linked list. This scheme is 
shown in Figure 1, and the directory 
layout in DOCUMENT /CTL is shown 
in Figure 2. 

At the beginning of the file 
DOCUMENT /CTL, there are two bi
nary numbers (PF and PB) that ar~ 
pointers to the first (oldest) and last 
(most recent) directory records. These 
pointers to the directory records are 
stored in Z-80 byte reversed format 
and count the first record in the file as 



FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 

List Entry Pointers 
DOCUMENTICTL FILE 

LIST 

ITEM #1 

ADDRESS OF LAST ITEM IN LIST 

ADDRESS (jF (i •J)TH ITEM .•. 

::;. OJO lNDICATE.STARTANO t=NQ.Q~LI$T 

MODEL 11/12/16 KWIX 11- A WORD TOOL 
FOR MOD 11/12/1& SCRIPSIT 

TRSDOS 2.0a/b MEMORY MAP 
Complete address / function map. Identifies system 
subroutines, tables & status indicators. Many useful 
patches included . . ..... . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .... $15.00 

MOD 11/12/16 DISASSEMBLER 
Printer, video or MBO compatible disk output with 
LABELS & CROSS REFERENCE. ASCII data areas trans
lated. "Search" mode and other special features. For 
TRSOOS 2.0a/ b !1 diskl . .. 00 00 00. oo. 00 00.00 $45.00 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Use the Memory Map, disassembler & your own ideas to 
customize your operating system. Both $50.00 

BACKPACK 
FORMAT / BACKUP/ REORGANIZE diskettes in a 
SINGLE step. BACKPACK is the ONLY fast backup 
utility that reorganizes files !like TRSDOS "MOVE" but 
15 X's faster) 

• Formats WHILE copying 
• Eliminates "checkerboard" space allocation 
• Relocates files to the outer, more reliable tracks 
• Optional PROMPT for selective file copying 
• Allows disk directory relocation 
• Data fully verified 

For Mod II/ 12/ 16, TRSOOS 2.0a/ b 12 disks) ....... $59.00 

Terms: VISA/ MASTERCARD, Check !US funds/ US bank). Money Order, 
NO Purchase Orders. Shipping to N.Amer. add $3. other countries $10, 
COD $5, VA residents add 4% sales tax 

TRS-80. TRSOOS & SCRIPSIT art! trademarks of Tandy Corp. 

KWIX 2.0, a MAJOR UPGRADE. is now available 

WRITERS. LAWYERS. LINGUISTS, SECRETARIES, PROOF
READERS, any SCRIPSIT user - Save days of drudgery. Put 
KWIX to work for YOU! 

KEY WORD INDEX - Uses a non-key word dicttonary to 
eliminate common words and create a sorted Index !by Doc/ 
page/ line) for a book, manual or any SCRIPSIT documentlsl. Up 
to 1 DO documents from multiple diskettes may be indexed 
together. The Index !complete or partiall can be printed, dis
played or appended to your SCRIPSIT document. 

KEY WORD IN CONTEXT - List Key Words centered, 
left or right in 80 or 132 characters of context with Doc/ 
page / line references. 
FULL WORD INDEX/CONTEXT- Bypass the non-key 
dictionary and list ALL words. Index only, or in Context. 
WORD FREQUENCY - Three different formats. Sorted 
descending by frequency or ascending by word. Key words only 
or ALL words. 
• Index by Document/ Page/ Line 
• Character types selectable 

alpha/ numenc/ mixed/ special 
• Create YOUR OWN Key or 

non-key word dict1onary & 
delete / restore words in 
System-supplied dicttonarv 

• 30 character word size 

• Video display speed adjustable 
• Counters: Total words, 

different wo1-ds, sentences 
• Default opt1ons easily reset 

to user's selections 
• FAST. full diskette indexed in 

5 min. EASY TO USE, no 
installation required 

KWIX 2.0 for Mod II / 12/ 16, TRSDDS 2.0a/b. 12 disks) . . . $119.00 

~KYLINE SOFTWARE 
->HH~- Committed to Quality & Customer Support ->HH~ 

3705 S. George Mason Dr .. Suite 2411-S, Falls Church, VA 22041 
PHONE: l703J 578-3940 
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record zero. This is different than the 
List utility which counts the first record 
as record 1. 

Each directory contains two pointers, 
BI and Fl. The first pointer, Bl, points 
back to the directory record that is 
before it in the list. The second pointer, 
FL points forward to the next directory 
record in the list. The pointers Bl (the 
back pointer in the first directory 
record) and FN (the forward pointer in 
the last directory record) are both zero, 
indicating to SCRIPSIT that these 
records are at the ends of the list. If 
there is only one document being 
stored in DOCUMENT ICTL, then 
both the back and forward pointers in 
this directory record will be zero . 

During my search for the directory 
structure, I found out quite a bit about 
how SCRIPSIT stores the data for each 
document. It would seem to be a rela
tively easy task to recover the part of 
the document that was lost when the 
crash happened. In my case, convert
ing an ASCII file to a SCRIPSIT file , it 
was a simple matter to redo the conver
sion since the ASCII file was not af
fected by the crash. Had a major por
tion of a long document been at stake, 
a rescue attempt would have been in 
order. 

After my first attempt at recovering a 
crashed SCRIPSIT diskette, I had to 
make another SCRIPSIT diskette crash 
recovery. Tracing out the DOCU
MENT / CTL directory pointers using 
the TRSDOS LIST utility is so tedious, 
I decided to write a BASIC program to 
perform this search. 

The resultant program, SP ATCHI 
BAS, searches the crashed DOCU
MENT ICTL file and extracts the direc
tory pointers and the title and author 
of each document. The data, as shown 
in Figures 3 and 4, is displayed on the 
video screen and is optionally printed 
on the line printer. The SCRIPSIT 
directory pointers are given in the same 
number scheme used by the TRSDOS 
LIST utility (i.e., l..N), so that the files 
can be easily examined using LIST if 
desired . If a patch to DOCUMENT I 
CTL is required, a value of one must be 
subtracted from the pointer so that it 
will correspond to the DOCUMENT I 
CTL numbering scheme (i.e.,O .. M). 

SPATCHIBAS provides a menu to 
control three search options: 

(1) select the drive containing the 
SCRIPSIT diskette to be searched, (2) 
select the search direction, Forward or 
Backward, (3) toggle the printer out
put, On or Off. 

If the initial search of the SCRIPSIT 
directory is inconsistent, a reverse 
search is made automatically . An in
consistent search results when the 
number of documents found does not 
match the number recorded in the 
DOCUMENT ICTL file, or when a 
pointer falls outside the specified range 
of records for that DOCUMENT ICTL 
file, or if the last document directory 
record is not the same as the ter
minating pointer given in the first 
DOCUMENT ICTL record . 

SPATCHIBAS is easy and straight for
ward to use. From TRSDOS Ready, 
enter BASIC Spatchl bas -F:l. When 
run, a program description is written 
to the video screen. From there, press
ing any key will bring up the program 
option menu. 

To run the program with the default 
options, press the "1" key. The default 
options will cause SPATCHIBAS to 
search the available disk drives for the 
first diskette containing DOCU
MENT I CTL. When DOCUMENT I 
CTL is found, its directory data will be 
located and listed on the video screen 
as shown in Figure 3. The display 
pauses between each page of data, and 
the listing will continue by pressing 
any key . 

When inspecting the crashed diskette, I 
found that pointer PL pointed to a 
record that was filled with zeros. The 
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When inspecting the crashed diskette, I 
found that pointer PL pointed to a ' ' 
record that was filled with zeros. The 
forward pointer from the last valid 
directory (the directory for the last 
document completed before the crash) 
also pointed to the record that was 
filled with zeros. It was apparent at this 
point that SCRIPSIT had changed 
these two pointers to point to the 
record that would contain the direc
tory for the document being created 
but had not yet entered the new direc
tory data into that record when the 
power failed. When SCRIPSIT was 
restarted, PL pointed to the record con
taining all zeros. 

~ 

Since SCRIPSIT displays the directory 
of the most recent document first, two 
things happened to give the results 
noted before . The graphics characters 
that were displayed in the first direc
tory cell were indeed the zeros found in 
the directory record. Since the pointers 
BI and FI were both zero, SCRIPSIT 
could only find this one directory 
record. While the other directory 
records were intact, SCRIPSIT could 
not access them due to the fractured 
link in the linked list of directory 
records . 

·~ 

In order to repair the broken link, the 
number in PL was changed to the 
record number of the last complete 
document's directory. The forward 
pointer in this directory was set to zero 
in order to terminate the list . 

These changes to DOCUMENT ICTL 
were made using the TRSDOS Patch 
utility, which has options for patching 
program files and data files . I used the 
data file option to patch DOCU
MENT ICTL. The PATCH command 
to TRSDOS takes the form : 

PATCH DOCUMENTI CTL R= rr , 
B= bb,F =ff . .f,C =cc .. c 

where rr is the record number to be 
patched, bb is the number of the first 
byte to be patched, ff..f is the current 
hex data in the pointer location to be 
changed, and cc .. c is the new hex data 
to replace the pointer that was in error. 

The pointers, PL and PF, are located in 
the first record of DOCUMENT I CTL. 
They are byte reversed (least signifi
cant byte followed by the most signifi
cant byte), 2 byte (16 bits) numbers 

~ 
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with PL in bytes 7 and 8 and PF in 
bytes 9 and 10. The pointers BI and FI 
are located in each directory record. 
The back pointer is located in bytes 2 
and 3, and the forward pointer is 
located in bytes 4 and 5. 

Once the pointers were corrected to 
point to the last complete document, 
SCRIPSIT was able to display the direc
tory and access the documents that were 
thought to be lost. 

A problem remains in that the SCRIP
SIT header displays a document count 
which is one greater than the actual 
number on the diskette. This display 
could also be corrected with some 
more work, but it does not seem to 
create any problems. 

The menu provides three search con
trol options, the first of which is 
"option 2- Diskette search for DOCU
MENT /CTL" The default option 
"First one found" will perform the nor
mal TRSDOS search for the first drive 
containing DOCUMENT /CTL as de
scribed above. If more than one drive 
contains SCRIPSIT diskettes, then the 
drive number of the drive containing 
the DOCUMENT I CTL file to be 
searched should be specified. Be sure a 
DOCUMENT /CTL file is present or 
TRSDOS will create one, and a pro
gram error will occur when a GET is 
attempted. Should this occur, the 
DOCUMENT /CTL file should be 
KILLed to prevent further confusion. 

The second option is "option 3 - For
ward or Backward Search" which tog
gles the search direction. A Forward 
search starts with the oldest document 
and proceeds to the newest. The Back
ward search starts with the most recent 
document and proceeds to the oldest. 

The final option, "Option 4 -Output to 
the Printer," toggles the printer ON or 
OFF. The data is always displayed on 
the video screen, but the pause be
tween display pages on the video 
screen is eliminated if the printer op
tion is ON. 

Program termination from the menu is 
effected by pressing the "5" key. 

SPATCH was written on a TRS-80 
Model II equipped with a TRS-80 Line 
Printer VIII. Printed output is obtained 

by using the DUAL mode of TRSDOS 
which is accomplished from BASIC 
with PRINT CHR$(14), DUAL ON, 
and CHR$(15), DUAL OFF. Unfor
tunately, this causes a problem with 
the LP VIII since these same codes start 
and end the underline mode in the 
printer. The LPRINTs in program lines 
4320 and 5250 are used to remove the 
problem. However, when a printer is 
not on line, an IO error will occur 
when the program tries to execute these 
lines. They can be avoided when a 
printer is not on line by DELETE 4320 
and DELETE 5250 prior to running 
SPATCH. 

Other printers may have the same 
problem with the CHR$(14) and 
CHR$(15) control codes. The correc
tive action will depend on the par
ticular printer being used. 

You might encounter a BASIC IE error 
when you try to use SPATCH to 
search a crashed SCRIPSIT diskette if 
the last SCRIPSIT session was not ter
minated using SCRIPSIT's End com
mand. The cause of this error is not 
understood, but it does not occur if the 
program is run a second time. Should 
this happen when the program is first 
run, simply run the program a second 
time. 

By using SPATCH/BAS, a crashed 
SCRIPSIT diskette can be quickly 
searched and the directory pointers in 
the DOCUMENT /CTL file listed. 
Once the broken pointer linkage is 
found, a repair can be effected using 
the TRSDOS PATCH utility as 
described above. • 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

Advanced Computing will accept 
Classified Ads for publication in the 
magazine. Subscribers may place one 
ad per issue at the rate of $7 per col
umn inch . Ads must be for hardware, 
software, or services which would be 
of interest to Model Il/12/16/2000 
users. Ads will be set in the same size 
type as the text in the magazine. 

Closing date for classified ads is the 
15th day of the month prior to issue 
date (e.g., the January/February issue 
classifieds will close December 15). 

II~ 
'!!fr/ SCREENPIX ~ 

Take advantage of your 
Model II/16's limited 
graphics capability 
without special hardware. 
Screenpix is a general 
purpose TRSDOS Z-80 
machine language utility 
that enables you to 
create, edit, and store 
screen images using the 
256 displayable charac
ters of your system. 

• No pro~ramming experience 
necessa:a.y. 

* Use for diagrams, screen 
entry, games, animations. 

* Simultaneous RAM storage 
of up to 10 images. 

•Programmahlf! f!dit 
rectangl"' tor opl!rations 
on sf!lf!ct"'a screen areas. 

• Automatic video invert, 
norizontal • vertical 
mirror imaging, gl~bal 
cnaracter r eplacement. 

• Rapid storage/recall of 
10 programmable cursor 
positions, four-way tabs 
wit n patcnatlle jump size, 
precise cu r sor control. 

• Help screen shows all 
character~, cod@s, ~nd 

commands. 
*Superimpose multiple 

images, or allow selected 
areas to 'travel • until 
po~itioned_ 

• Automatic rapid sequen
tial display of up to ten 
dif .ferent images, with 
independent shifting of 
each, for positioning of 
multiple overlays. 

* Typewriter mode for text 
and labeling. 

* Grid for scale drawings. 
• Movable, erasable, nonde

structive status line to 
track cursor coordinates 
and stored drawing charac
ters. Use to transfer 
pictures from optional 
grid worksheet. 

• Sto~e pictures in individ
u a 1 files or combined; up 
to 250 per file. 

• Utilities to load, print, 
append, replace, and 
delet.e pictures. 

* Execute general TRSDOS 
commands without leaving 
program. 

* Easy ;occess to pictures 
from BASIC alone (sample 
prog~am included). 

* Faster access from BASIC 
and compiled languages 
with position-independent 
machine language routine 
(included). 

* 10 9 pg . manual: tutorial, 
reference, customizing, 
file structure, linking 
with other programs, etc. 

* Fully supported by update 
service (l year free>. 

$150 

~~r!!(.Jlii{3HT 
P 0 Box 402 

Hillsdale, NJ 07642 

tel (201 ) 560-8440 
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Figure 3 
Sample .printoUt from a For 

*** X Forward X. Sear ct. 

The Spat ct. search t:!:f record one !S.toows: 

The number of 256 byte records is.: 
· The number ot DocLUJtents. is: 

The Forward pointer is to record number: 
The f.ack pointer is. to r'1;1tord nuntbe.r: 

*** Document pa:t.a is nou• bedng l,dedep intti t.t.e data a.rrays 
Pres;;. ·;;my kli?Y to terrrtine·te the search 

Record Forward Back Docurm;mt Author 
Number Pointer Pointer Titta 

74 121 ti!pn.odllbas A. F. Niessner 
1 21 135 Ada Letter A.F;Niessner 
135 150 Double Pres A.F.;Niessner 
15(1) 174 Filter Dat:a A. F. Niess.ner 
174 2(1)6 DRAS Lett:er A.F.Niessner 
206 323 CREAT6R/P.AS A.F.Nfessner 
3:23 366 DEMO/BAS A •. F. Niei!:J.sne.r 
366 421 IO'Tes+. Pae.cal A.F .Ni·essner 

374 ATV Dt=Pth Data ' MF.Nieissner 
392 GTV fj1o~dow1'1 Ao'F.NH?ssn<~;>r 
388 ·PPC development A.F.Niessner 
412 GTV (lperat ion A.F.Niessn!E!r 
470 Compvter 'Memo A.f. Niess·ner, 
568 Contntona l i ty A.F.Niessner 
578 AFN Consulting A.F.N.iessner 
588 T.RS-80 Transfer A.F.Niessner 
372: ENpe,nse :; Account A.F.Niessner 

AFN Restlme A.F.Niessn'er 
Travel Response A.F.N.iessner, 
AAl Tasks A.F.Niessner 
Ro·H ing Wave 826 A.F.Niessner 
Arctic Tri ·P Rpt A.F.Niessner 
RoJ 1 :i'ng W.o~ve 91 A.F;Niessner 

*** 

Jr. 

Jr, 

*** 

Figure 4 
Samp.le printout from a Backward search. 

DOCUMENT /CTL *** 

The Spatc:h search of record one shows: 

The . number of 256 byte records is: 
Tt.e number of Documents is: 

The Forward pointer is to record number: 
The :Back pointer is l:o record mtmber: 523 

*** DocurJ•ent data is nour being loaded into the data arra;~s 
Press any key · to terminate the searct, 

Record l?.ack Document 
Number Pointer Title 

491 Rol I i ng Wave 91 F.Niessner 
489 Arctic Trip Rpt F.Niessner 
458 Rolling Wave 826 F.Niessner 
450 AAI Tasks .Niessner 
372 Travel Response F.Niessner, 
588 AFN ResLmte .Niessner 
578 E~·:pense Account .Niessner 
568 TRS-80 Transfer Niessner 
470 AFN Consulting A.F.Niessner 
412 Cou.monal i ty A.F.Niessner 
388 Colf•PLiter Memo A.F.Niessner, 
392 GTV Operation F.Niessner 
374 PPC development A.F.Niessner 
421 GTV Slowdown F.Niessner 
366 ATV Deptt. Data A.F.Niessner 
323 IOTest Pascal .Niessner 
2QJ6 DEMO/BAS Niessner 
174 CREATOR/E.AS .Niessner 
150 DRAS Letter F.Niessner 
135 Filter Data Niessner 
121 Double Pres F.Niessner 
74 Ada Letter Niessner 
1 E>PITtOdl/bas F.Niessner 

*** 

Jr. ~ ..... 

~ 
< 
~ 
ffi ..... 
• 
~ 
< 

~ 



RIOCHU~ This is a fast act ion ~a me that really tests 
your reflexes. The object of the game is to get the ball 
into the goal by deflecting it off the walls before your 
time is up. 
TRSDOS® $25.00 
STARTREK"@ A lar~e version with lots of graphics of 
the classic computer game. Takes about two hours to 
complete." Designates trademark ot the PARAMOUNT 
PICTURES CORPORATION. 
TRSDOS® $25.00 
STARSHIP/1® (fly Richard II. Youirg. Editor of two /~ix
teen magazine.) This is a save-lire-galaxy type game 
based on the venerable STARTREK game_s which have 
been played on large mainframes for more than ten 
years. It is specifically designed for the KS Modelll /12/16 
and features a constant console display with no scrolling. 
It is a "strategic" game (Opposed to "tactica l" games 
wh ich involve retlex action but little thought). now
ever. 5TAR5MIF requir~ quic~ lllin~lng. as all evenb 
are timed. STARSMIP requires qulc~ thin~ing. as all 
events are timed. STARSHIP comes with a disk instruc
tion file which can De listed on your printer. It can also 
he listed on the screen at the beginning of a session. In 
addition. STARSHIP contains a few undocumented 
"surprises" at advanced levd' of play (there are ten 
levels of difficulty). 
TRSDOSilil $39.00 
GAI'IE PACK I@ (by ADO. Inc.) Four games that use 
enhanced graphics not available from Radio Shack. 
INTERCEPT and RF.VF.RSF.M for two players; LUNAR 
LAN DAR and SIN I\ Tt1E BAITLESHIP for one player. 
920-000 I TRSOOS® $50.00 
GAt'![ PACK II© (by ADD. lnr.) Consists of th r. four 
games in GAME PACK l lil and two additional games. 
They are EAT'UM where you control a snake moving 
around the screen trying to catch its prey and REYER
SEM II where it's you a~ainst the computer. 
TRSDOS® $70.00 

GAI'IES/TRS-80® (by Lance Micklus. Inc.) Contains the 
following :c;ix gamr_<;; 

TH[ I'IEAN CHECKt:RS I'IACHINf:© - The game is 
played _just like regulati on Checkers. To win . you 
must elim inate all of your opponent's pieces from 
the checkerboard. 
STARfUGHT®- This is a Star Trek type ~arne. The 
object is to collect data about Omega VI , an unex
plored area of the galaxy: to locate and destroy the 
20 Klinyon Invaders. 
CONcr:NTRATION - The computer will make up 
the game board. You will try to find the matching 
prizes. After each rorrr.rt guess. you will have a 
chance to guess at the secret number. Guess right, 
and you win all of your prizes. 
TRt:ASUR[ HUNT - The l.umas caves. located in 
Lumusville. vermont. are said to have 20 hidden 
treasures in them. Few explore the caves because it 
is said that pirates and dragons live there. and there 
are deep pits which many have fallen into and died. 
You, a smart and brave human, and I, an alert com
puter. will explore the caves and try to find the 
treasure. 
BANKO- The Game is simi liar to BlackJack. You 
draw numbers stopping before the total point value 
exceeds I 1. If you go over IJ.then your hand will be 
zeroed. If you draw 5 times without ~oin~ over II , 
then you'll receive bonus points equal to the value of 
your hand at the time you end you r turn. 
DOG STAK ADVI':I'HUK[® - Tire evil General 
Doom and hi s Roche Soldiers are ready to launch an 
attack aga inst the forces of freedom lead by Princess 
Leya. While traveling to her sec ret command center, 
Doom attacks Princess Leya's ship. She is now being 
held prisoner on one of General Doom's battlecruis-

ers. We must try to save the Princess and the treas
ury of her freedom fighting force. 
TRSilOS® $75.00 

ADVI"I'ITUKES 1·1219 (by Scott Adams of Adventure 
International) 1\y definition. an adventure is a danger
ous or risky undertaking: a novel. exciting, or otherwise 
remarkaDie evenr or experience. on your personal 
computer. Adventure is that and much more. In 
beginning any Adventure, you will find yourself in a 
specific locatiOn, a forest, on board a small spaceship, 
outside a fun house, in the bricfin~ room of a nuclear 
plant. in a desert, etc. The top port ion of your video 
display wi ll tell you where you arc and what you ca n sec; 
the bottom section of the display Is devoted to 
inputting commands to your robot computer and 
receiving messages that may arise as the resu lt of your 
orders. 
The object of a ~arne is to amass treasure for points or 
accomplish some other goal such as preventing the 
destruction of the automated nuclear plant in Mission 
Impossible. Successfully completing a game. however. 
is far easier to state than achieve. In many cases you will 
find a treasure but be unable to take it until you are 
ca rrying the right combination of objects you find in 
the various loca ti ons. 

#J ADvt:NTURt:IAND - Wander through an en
chanted realm and try to recover the I J lost 
t reasures. 
#2 PIRATE ADVI"I'1TUK[ - The lost t reasu res of 
Long John Silver lie hidden somewhere - will you 
be able to recover them? 
#J I'IISSION IMPOSSIBU: ADvt:NTUR[ -In this 
exciting Adventure, time is of the essence as you 
race the clock to complete your mission in time 
-or else the world's first automated nuclear reactor 
is doomed I 
w4 VOODOOCASTU:- The count has fallen victim 
to a fi endish curse with you hi s only possible hope. 
Will you pull off a rescue. orb he down for the Count 
ror good? 
#!'> TH[ COUNT- It begins when you awa ke in a 
large brass bed in a castle somewhere in Transylva
nia. Who are you, what are yuu duiny here a,nd WilY 
did the postman deliver a bottle of blood? 
#6 STRANG[ ODVSSt:V - At the ga laxy's rim. 
there are rewards aplenty to be harve.c;tec1 from a 
long dead alien civilization, Will you be able to rec
over them and return home? 
#7 I'IVSHRV fUN HOUSE - This adventure puts 
you into a mystery fun house and challenges you to 
find your way through and back out of it. 
#8 PYRAMID Of 0001'1 - This is an Adventure 
that will transport you into a maddening dangerous 
land of crumbling ruins and trackless desert wastes -
into the very PYRAMID OF DOOM ! 
#9 GHOST TOWN - You must explore a once
lhrivin!J mininiJ town in search of the 13 hidden 
treasures. 
#l 0 SAVAGt: ISlAND PART 1- A sma ll island in a 
remote island in a remote ocean holds an awesome 
secret- wi ll you be able to discover it? This is the 
beginning of a two-part Adventure. the second half 
concluding as SAVAGE ISLAND PART 2. Adventure 
*tl. 
"11 SAVAGt: ISIAI'1D PART II - The suspense 
begun with Adventure #JO now comes to an explo
sive conclusion with SAVAGE ISLAND PART Ill 
"12 GOLD[!'! VOYAG[ - The king lies near death 
in the royal palace. You have only three days to bring 
back the elixir needed to rejuvenate him. 
TRSDOS® 
CP/ M® 

INTERACTIVI" fiCTION® (by Robert La Fore) The abi lity 
to actually interact with characters and situations - to 
take part in the story-sets INTERACTIVE FICTION'" 
apart from the competition . the The actions begins 
when you react ro a given situation or event. ana men 
key in your response. You aren·t limited to a couple of 
words: using full sentences is encouraged . You can 
enterthe same situation rime ana again. anrl by u~lng a 
different response, experience new twists of the 
adventure. 

WCAL CALL fOR DEATH - Meet Detective Sir 
Colin Drollcy, "' well "' a host of other intri!]uin~ 
rogues. a> you set about the task of solving the 
perfect crime. . 
TWO nr:Aos or rnr: COII'I - You are one ·or th~ 
world's gre.atest detectives. Mr. Conway's wife. Geor
gina. has vanished. and now lr~ up to you to gatt1er 
the Clue> ami solve llie mysleiy belrind lrer dlsap
pcarcmcd 
HIS I'IAJ[STY'S SHIP " ll'll't:TUOUS" -You are at 
the helm of HMS Impetuous. As captain, your deci
sions could bring either fame or fortune or utter 
disaster to you and your crew. 
SIX MICRO STORIES is an e'cellent introduction 
to the world of Interactive Fi ction. They are si' short, 
but complete. stories which Involve you, the reader, 
In a var iety of fascinating scenarios. They include 
THE FATAL ADMISSION. EMPTY WORLD. and four 
other 5tories. 
TRSDOS® $49.95 

TYCOON® (1\y 1\arry An .~in) This is a monopoly like 
game that you can play against the compu ter. 
TRSDOSilil $35.00 
BIOKRYTRI'IS® This will print on 8'11 by ll paper or 
display biorhythms charts of an individual start ing any 
date and for as many days as desired. Includes date 
subroutines. which are used for testlngs. converting. and 
calculating time between dates. 
TRSDOS OO $25.00 
AMORTIZE© Financial amortization calculator. Prints 
high quC~Iily drnurlizi:':llion :5chcdule: on BVJ x 11 paper. 
Calculates one of the missin~ values. principal, pay
ment, periods, interest rate, or balloon payment. Prints 
totals for each year. Includes full sc reen subroutines. 
TK~OU~® $25.00 
UST[KC> Lists BASIC source programs on 8'11 x II 
paper with provisions for separate multi-statement 
line:!S. Prints progn~m name. date. time and first cnm· 
ment o~ each page. 
TRSDQSQ,l $25.00 
Dt:LUXf: Pt:RSOML fiMI'1Cf:© (by Lance Micklus, 
Inc.) This is a sophisticated and unique financial analy
sis package which is expense oriented. It can be readily 
customized to suit your personal financial situation. 
TRSOOS <!> $79.95 
fOREIGN IANGUAGt: VOCABUlARY BUILDt:RS® (by 
ADD. Inc.) Consists of over I 000 words and phrases that 
are tested in nash card fashion. You may add over t 000 
additiona l words of your own choosing. Languages 
currently available are: FRENCH. SPANISH and G~KMAN. 
TRSDOS® (One language per disk) $45.00 
HANDICAPPING® For classifying and ranking thor
oughbred nats based on scientific methods. Use of this 
program wi ll give you the edge and build ski lls resulting 
in rewards at the track. 
TRSDOS® $t 00.00 

Additional Programs Available 
Call or Write For Free Brochure 

and More Information. 
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3719 Mantell Ave. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45236 

(513) 8914496 

Mr. Ed Jugs, Director of Merchandising 
Business Computer Products 
Tandy Corporation 
1500 One Tandy Center 
Fort Worth, TX 76102 

Re: Making Customers Happy 

Dear Ed: 

November 16, 1983 

"We service what we sell." A simple phrase indeed. Sometimes, fulfilling that com
mitment is a task which requires superhuman effort. It is very pleasing to me, as a 
customer, that you still do your very best to live up to that commitment. 

The recent efforts of your staff in resolving the problems with your new UART board 
for the Model 16 will never be forgotten here. Please extend my personal thanks to Don 
Stanfield, Dave Krebs, Philip Hurrell, Tudor Apmadoc, David Williams, Ken Brookner, and 
Ron Light for the extra effort put forth during this trying period. 

When the fix for the problem was finally obtained, the act of transmitting the cor
rected system files to me via UUCP was both a. testimony to the power and value of the 
XENIX system and the customer service dedication of your staff. 

My pleasure with the Model 16 with XENIX can hardly be expressed in words. I 
think that this system is head and shoulders above the competition. Speaking not only as 
an 'add-on' vendor, but also as a user, I hope that your marketing efforts continue to keep 
you at the forefront of the microcomputer industry. 

Kindest personal regards, 

SNAPP-WARE 

Bob Snapp 



SOFTWARE 
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REVIEW OF 

SL·MICRO 
SL-MICRO is a statistical 
package that runs under 
CPI M-80, CPI M-86, PC-DOS 
and MS-DOS; it's ideal for the 
mainframe SPSS user who 
wants to exploit the convenience 
and low cost of the micro, while 
sacrificing only the less com
monly used procedures in SPSS. 

S L-MICRO is a versatile, easy
to-use, general purpose 
statistical package. It has 

limitations that will trouble advanced 
researchers, but most users will find it 
quite satisfactory for the production of 
routine statistical analysis of small or 
large data sets. 

SL- MICRO stands out because of its 
syntax. The command language is vir
tually an exact replica of batch
processed SPSS. Thus anyone who has 
spent long days in a computer center 
untangling the mysteries of format 
statements, RECODE, SELECT IF, and 
FREQUENCIES GENERAL will be 
right at home with SL-MICRO. In
deed, the SPSS manual will provide a 
much more thorough introduction to 
SL-MICRO than its own thin, but ade
quate, manual. The older the SPSS 
manual the better, for SL-MICRO 
resembles the SPSS of the early 1970s 
more than the enhanced versions 

Richard Jensen 
1109 South Longwood Drive 
Bloomington, IN 47401 

BY RICHARD JENSEN 
available today, such as SPSS-X. Fur
thermore, SL-MICRO is much friend
lier than SPSS, primarily because 
microcomputers are operated in a 
much more friendly environment than 
big IBM mainframes. 

SL-MICRO is peculiar among micro
computer packages in that it is not self
contained; it is necessary to have a text 

csers will find 

ii:~~7~ ... 19~C) ···•9~·i .te 
'Satisfactory for ..•. 

production bf 
routine statistic~{! 

analysis of smal f or= 
large data sets"· 

editor to prepare the command file. 
SCRIPSIT can be used, but it is 
awkward because the SCRIPSIT docu
ment has to be converted to an ASCII 
file, then the TRSDOS ASCII file has 
to be converted to CP/M (by RSCPM 
or TRS2CPM or the equivalent instruc
tion issued after the SCRIPSIT disk has 
been moved and a CP/M disk booted). 
I have a very convenient CP/M text 
editor called "The Final Word" which 
does a splendid job for SL-MICRO; 
most other CP !M word processors 
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should also work well. The CP/M 
editor ED perhaps could be used, but 
few non-programmers are familiar 
with its contorted structure. In any 
case, a rudimentary text editor should 
be included in the next version of SL
MICRO. 

The finished command file, which 
resembles a deck of SPSS control 
cards, is executed by the CP ! M com
mand <SLM filename>. The output, 
including error messages, is diverted to 
a filename SLM.PRN, which can be 
viewed on the screen (by <TYPE 
SLM.PRN>), or routed to the printer 
(by control-P followed by <TYPE 
SLM.PRN>). This procedure allows 
the program to trap most errors and 
tells the user what has gone wrong. 
(But not always; the FREQUENCIES 
program hung up when an incorrect 
syntax was used.) The error messages 
are quite explicit ("Line 24 --No Left 
Paren"), enabling the user to easily cor
rect the problem. The command file 
can be revised and used over and over 
again. Thus SL-MICRO differs from 
menu-driven programs which require 
the user to input all the choices each 
time a new variation is run, even if 
most of the choices are identical. 

SL-MICRO does an especially nice job 
of formatting the output, which again 
closely resembles an SPSS printout. 
The cross-tabulation tables, for exam
ple, have neat labels. The familiar 
SPSS procedure of specifying V AR 
LABELS and VALUE LABELS is fol
lowed with good effect. In general, the 

.\ 



·printouts are in camera-ready format 
·for presentation or publication. 
Various options are also available to 
delete extraneous information (such as 
cell percentages) that might make the 
pages too crowded. Run name and 
comments are supported. 

The most commonly used statistical 
procedures work well on SL-MICRO. 
FREQUENCIES and CONDESCRIP
TIVE provide summary statistics of 
nominal and continuous variables. 
CROSST ABS will provide two-way 
and three-way contingency tables, but 
not four-way. The only statistics pro
vided include percentages every
which-way and chi square; highly 
useful summary statistics such as gam
ma, tau, C, and phi are, unfortunately, 
not computed. 

PEARSON CORR provides a matrix of 
correlation coefficients, with valid Ns 
(using pairwise deletion of missing 
values) and an optional T score (the 
significance value of the T has to be 
looked up in a paper table). More 

' useful is the last procedure, REG RES
. SION. It generates forward stepwise 
multiple regression with one dependent 
and up to 19 independent variables. A 
useful ANOV A table is a by-product, 

·but no residuals are calculated. The 
standard errors are given for the B 
coefficients, but not for the constant or 
the betas. 

The program is written in CBASIC and 
is reasonably fast. Its capacity is large 
- 32,600 cases can be handled, 
together with up to 200 variables in a 
single run. While the data must all fit 
into a single disk, the storage capacity 
of Model 12 and 16 disks is enormous 
(1.2 million bytes); a hard disk can be 
used. The precision for numerical data 
is a satisfactory 14 digits. 

The hardest part of SL-MICRO, for 
those who have never used SPSS, will 
be the setup procedures. The command 

·file structure includes optional and re
quired commands. RUN NAME, 
p AGESIZE, COMMENT I PRINT 
BACK, OPTION, MISSING VALUES, 

·VAR LABELS, and VALUE LABELS 
.J.re optional; VARIABLE LIST, INPUT 
FORMAT, FACT FILE (i.e., filename 
of data set), the procedure commands, 
and FINISH are required. The order of 
the commands is fixed, and even the 
format of each line in the command file 

is fixed. Thus the keywords (such as 
VALUE LABELS) must start in column 
one, and their parameters must start in 
column 16. Fortunately, an abundance 
of examples is provided in the SL
MICRO manual, and it includes sam
ple data sets and sample command 
files. 

The data to be used by SL-MICRO can 
be included at the end of the command 
file, or can be drawn from a disk file. 
The input format procedure assumes 
that variables are in the fixed format 
specified by the FORMAT statement. 
If they are not, then a CONVERT utili
ty can be used to read a file that is in 
free-format and write a new file in 
fixed-format. SL-MICRO programs 
can access files created by dBase II, 
CONDOR, and other data base man
agement programs. 

A new version of SL-MICRO, expected 
in the first quarter, will include 
BREAKDOWN (a valuable procedure 
that calculates the means of all the 
subgroups designated by a nominal 
variable) and a data entry module. 
Future improvements are being 

planned. Questionnaire Service Com
pany plans to maintain SL-MICRO as 
a state-of-the-art statistical package. 

SL-MICRO offers a reasonable range 
of statistical procedures at a moderate 
cost. It's ideal for the mainframe SPSS 
user who wants to exploit the conve
nience and low cost of the micro, while 
sacrificing only the less commonly 
used procedures in SPSS. 

For the Business Information Edge~ 

945 Hdverlord Rodd Bryn M dwr, PA 19010 
(800) 345-1301 
(215) 527-8030 

Can you depend on 
your Profile data? 

u 
DataProbe can cut your Profile data errors by 90% 

DataProbe can help you make sure that the information in your important Proftle 
files is accurate and dependable. 

You already know Profile as an excellent file management system, but no system is 
better than the quality of its data. Even small mistakes can cost time, and big mistakes 
can cost money. 

The DataProbe F ile Verification system is designed to work easily with your current 
and future Profile data bases. You simply define the eligible data each field should contain. 
On demand, DataProbe produces a report listing the errors on an entire file , or on selected 
records (e.g. , today's entries). 

DataProbe can verify that: data falls within specified ranges; two separate fields are 
in proper relation to each other; ZIP and State Codes are accurate; data is in true alphabetic 
or numeric form; codes match 11 pre-defined list of valid entries. And more. 

DataProbe and Profile. An unbeatable combination for dependable data. 

DataProbe is only $99.95 (PA residents add 6% Sales Tax), for TRS-80 Models II, 
12 or 16, To order, or for more information, write: 
Forg" Produch, P.O. Box 85-FB, SoutheAstern, PA 19399. 

TRS-80 is a trademark. of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy 
Corp. Profile is a trademark ofThe Small Computer Company. 
DataProbe is a trademark of Forge Products. 

DataProbe 
Ale Verification System 
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CONVERTING MODEL II BASIC 
PROGRAMS TO XENIX MBASIC 

MBASIC for Model 16 XENIX systems is similar to Model II BASIC, but the differences can 
cause problems and confusion. The MBASIC manual covers most of the commands that 

have been changed, but there are some odd-ball variances that can really mess things up. 

BY ANTHONY LAWRENCE 

I imagine most of us don't 
bother to read the MBASIC 
manual at all. Who needs a 

manual to write BASIC? Besides, there 
is a concise section in the back that 
points out the differences in reserved 
words and that's all you really need to 
know, right? 

Wrong. I have recently been involved 
in several conversion projects and have 
uncovered some unexpected dif
ferences and problems. 

Two of the conversions I made were 
done because the users of the programs 
wanted more speed. Speed increases 
are possible, but a straight conversion 
without coding changes ends up runn
ing at the same speed as it did on the 
Model II or 12, or sometimes even 
slower. Part of the reason is BCD dou
ble precision routines. Accuracy has 
been increased, but you have to pay 
the piper somewhere. 

Another reason is that the places where 
you are apt to be dissatisfied with 
speed involve 110 -- read from the 
disk, write to the disk, write to the 
screen. Guess who handles alll/0 on 
your XENIX system? Why, it's your 
old friend the Z-80, the same guy who 
does it all when you are in Model 11112 
mode. Why should you expect him to 
work any faster? You shouldn't, and 
actually, the overall time should pro
bably be a little slower because now 

Anthony Lawrence 
BackUp-80 
37 Harold Street 
Sharon, ~A 02067 

the 68000 has to set up the Z-80 for 
what wants to be accomplished, and 
then let it do it. 

However, speed isn't everything. More 
accurate math, long variable names, 
WHILE/WEND constructs, enormous 
file Logical Record Lengths, and Multi
user capability more than pay back the 
disappointment of no dramatic speed 
gains. I think MicroSoft and Tandy did 
a good job. Better than good, a great 
job. 

Now that I have passed out the laurels, 
let's tear this thing apart and see what's 
wrong with it. 

The conversion process starts with 
transferring your program from 4.x or 
"SAVE" media to XENIX using a pro
gram called "tx." Tx can be used to 
bring any 4.x file over, not just BASIC 
programs. You would expect (at least I 
did) that you would have to send an 
ASCII version of your program (one 
saved with the ,A option). In fact, you 
do not have to, and you probably 
don't want to. The reason is that you 
will end up having to do a lot more 
editing if you use the ASCII program. 
Since there will probably be a lot of 
editing needed, there is a program call
ed "bp" to do some of it for you. 
However, bp works on normal 
encoded BASIC program files, not on 
ASCII files. 

Use tx by popping your 4.x program 
disk in one of your floppy drives and 
typing something like this: 

tx :0 -=p MYPROGIBAS 
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Tx has a number of options that 
specify whether the source is 4.x or 
SAVE media, whether you want the 
name converted to lower case, where 
you want it to go, and whether you 
want to convert carriage returns to 
line-feeds. All in all, a very useful and 
friendly little program. The example 
given above would transfer ________ 
MYPROG/BAS to myprog.bas in 
whatever XENIX directory you hap
pened to be in when you typed the 
command. 

Now you have myprog.bas, which is 
the normal encoded version of your 
program and which is absolutely 
meaningless to MBASIC. To convert it 
to MBASIC, you need bp. Type: 

bp myprog.bas>myprog.mbas 

You may see a series of messages, 
such as "MBASIC does not support 
SYSTEM" and others like it, and it is 
quite likely that you will get "Line is 
over 251 characters." 

'Wait a minute," you protest, "none of 
my lines is even close to 251 characters. 
My XENIX system must be broken!" 

It isn't, and your lines are now a lot 
bigger than they used to be . The reason 
is that MBASIC requires spaces be
tween most key words. The bp pro
gram, being of limited intelligence, 
satisfies MBASIC's needs by inserting a .. 
space in front of EVERYTHING it sees . 
For example, you might have had a 
program line that read: 

100 A$-B$+" "+C$ 



J The lack of <pace< i< pedeotly OK m 
. Model II BASIC and is actually perfect
ly fine in MBASIC, but bp errs on the 
side of caution, and you end up with: 

100 A$ = B$ + " " + C$ 

You can see how your program ex
pands rather quickly. 

Now that bp has done its magic, you 
have myprog.mbas in your directory. 
It is an ASCII version of your program 
with a lot of extra spaces put it. Some 
of the spaces are very necessary, and a 
lot of them just take up, well ... space. 

The next step of your conversion is to 
edit myprog.bas to clean up some of 
the obvious problems. You won't be 
able to use the MBASIC line editor yet 
because you can't load myprog.bas. It 
has lines that are too long, remember? 
So what you use is either "ed" (my 
buddy ed -- great at fixing BASIC pro
grams! No, XENIX ed, the file ed-itor) 
or, if you have purchased the XENIX 
development system, you can use "vi." 

. l am not going to attempt to teach 
· editing commands here. The XENIX 

manuals cover the subject very well 
(though vi can be a little confusing). 

The first order of business is to modify 
or delete unsupported keywords. 
DEFUSR and USR may be real prob
lems for you. If the machine language 
routine is a sort, you are in luck 
because XENIX has a sort command in 
its operating system. Otherwise, you 
either program around it or learn 
68000 code. The SYSTEM command is 
fairly simple. Do a global substitution 
of SHELL for SYSTEM for now, and 
straighten out the loose ends later. The 
matter of excess spaces requires either 
knowing what you can get away with 
or splitting of lines. Split the lines until 
you are more familiar with MBASIC's 
quirks. All done? Don't forget to write 
the file back out of the editor before 
you quit. 

Now is the time to load MBASIC and 
see where the real problems are. If your 
original program was of any real size at 
' 1ll, give MBASIC plenty of memory to 
vVOrk with. Remember, those extra 
spaces have made myprog.mbas a lot 
bigger than it was before. So as a start
ing point, type: 

mbasic -m 50000 

2,000 new programs for your 
TRS-SOQ>J 12. 

CP/M is the runaway 
leader in disk operating 
systems, but until now owners 
of Radio Shack computers 
have been locked out of the 
thousands of useful programs 
that operate on CP/ M. 

Now you can put the power 
of CP/ M into your Radio 
Shack TRS-80 II, 12, or 1o, 
and be able to use all the 
popular and useful software
and hardware - that has been 
previously out of your reach_ 

Use any printer. 
Instead of being chained to 
Radio Shack hardware, you'll 
be able to add a video terminal, 
any printer (serial or parallel) 
and several Winchester 
hard disk drives with storage 
up to 80 megabytes. 

Yes! Send me free information 

Uses only 8.5K of memory. 
Since our first version 

went on the market in 1980, 
we've condensed and refined it 
into a compact, easy-to-use 
system enjoyed by thousands 
of users. 

Besides the standard Digital 
Research CP/ M manual, 
you'll get the 250-pagc manual 
we've developed th rough our 
long experience in adapting 
CP/ M 10 Radio Shack com
puters_ Our manual has lots 
of examples and an index 
and glossary. 

You'll have your first working 
disk in ten minutes. 

Only $200. 
The floppy disk version of 

Pickles & Trout CP/ M is $200. 
The hard disk versions (for 
Tandy, Corvus, and Cameo) are 
$250, except for the multi-user 
Cameo, which is $400. 

----------I about CP/M for Radio Shack. 

Name __________________________ _ 

I Address -------------------------

City ____ _ _ State __ Zip __ _ II Phone ________________________ ___ 

I 
I 
I 

or send us your business care!. II Pickles & Trout®, P.O. Box 1206, Goleta, I 
--C~~~l~~~)-64 .. -.---- .. 

TRS-KO~ Radio Shack / Tandy Corporation. CP/ Mx Dil.!ital Rcscurch. 
Pickles & Trout .. Pickles & Trout. © \4K\ Pickles & Trout 
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That gives 50000 bytes for MBASIC to 
play in. RUN "myprog.mbas" and 
don't be surprised if it doesn't work. 
Here are the places to start looking for 
problems: 

Logical Record Length: You have 
assumed, and the manual even tells 
you, that the default LRL for a random 
access file is 256 bytes. The manual 
lies. If you say 

100 OPEN "R",1,"MYDATA" 
110 FIELD 1, 128 AS A$,128 AS B$ 

the MYDAT A file will be opened with 
a LRL of 128. MBASIC doesn't know 
or care how the data was originally 
written, so the open statement per
ceives no error. However, your field 
statement will bomb with an overflow 
error. Therefore, you must: 

100 OPEN "R",1,"MYDATA",256 

MBASIC's cavalier attitude toward 
record lengths can be very helpful. 
Nothing prevents you from opening 
that file with a length of 1024 and get
ting 4 records at a time. You do need to 
know what you are up to, so be careful 
if you don't really understand LRLs. 

LOF: Here's one that can really get you 
into trouble. 

200 IF X- LOF(l) THEN GO TO 500 

The problem relates to the LRL as men
tioned above. What LOF means to 
MBASIC is the total number of bytes 
in a file . What you meant was the 
number of records. If you and 
MBASIC are going to work this thing 
out, you have to divide LOF (1) by the 
LRL of the file. If you opened it as 256, 
use: 

200 IF X = LOF(l) / 256 THEN GO TO 500 

MOD: This one had me tearing my 
hair and banging the walls. It is very 
sneaky and very nasty. If you don't 
already know, the MOD function in 
BASIC performs modulo arithmetic. 
That is 15 MOD 10 equals 5 (the re
mainder after dividing 15 by 10). Also, 
1001 MOD 10 is 1. Model II BASIC 
and MBASIC agree to this point. 

Model II BASIC says, "-1001 MOD 10 
is -1." I can agree with that, but 
MBASIC doesn't. MBASIC says the 
result is 6. Six7 Oh, it gets worse. -2004 
MOD 10 is 535, according to MBASIC. 

I am sure you can imagine the havoc 
this wreaks with a program that is un
fortunate enough to have negative con
ditions on MOD functions. Can you 
also imagine how long it takes to find 
this problem if you are not aware of it? 

The solution is to use something like: 

500 X=SGN(Y)*(ABS(Y) MOD 10) 

which will calculate -1001 to the cor
rect -1 value. 

FOR WITHOUT NEXT: I thought I 
was seeing things at first, and then I 
thought Microsoft had goofed. Look 
again, the message is not your every 
day NEXT WITHOUT FOR. 

I am not real clear on this, but ap
parently MBASIC does a forward scan 
on every FOR statement looking for 
the terminating NEXT. This sounds 
more compiler-like than interpreter, 
but it does the scan just the same. You 
are probably thinking that this is not a 
problem, and I agree. However, 
BASIC programmers do write some 
strange code, and it is possible to get 
MBASIC confused. 

The following example of code is not 
good programming, but it works on 
oldfashioned TRSDOS BASIC: 

100 IF X= -1 THEN FOR P=L TO 
H :ELSE FOR J= H TO L 
110 ----MISC PROCESSING AND PRINTING 
120 ---- " " 
130 IF IX=-1 THEN NEXT P : ELSE NEXT J 

MBASIC doesn't like this sequence. 
For some reason it sees the J loop even 
when X is -1, but doesn't see the NEXT 
]. Therefore, FOR WITHOUT NEXT 
error. Don't ask me . I don't understand 
it; I just programmed around it. 

In conclusion, you can convert your 
Model II BASIC programs to XENIX, 
but there are some glitches to be aware 
of. I have not even mentioned the im
plications of a multi-user environment, 
nor taken up the somewhat annoying 
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line printer problems. There are also 
some other strange things I have en
countered but couldn't get repeatable 
results. I assume that these were either 
my imagination or hardware flukes. • 
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ON THE MODEL II l 
BANK SWITCHING 

BY JERRY LIPPEY 
The following remarks apply to the TRS-80 Model 
II running under TRSDOS 2.0a. They are relevant 
to those who have one or more extra 64K memory 
boards installed; perhaps, as in my case, to run 
larger VisiCalc sheets. It is assumed that the 
reader is familiar with Z-80 machine language, 
with TRSDOS commands, and with a fair sample 
of programmers' jargon. 

T he Model II is configured to switch among up to 15 
banks of upper 32K memory (addresses 8000H 
through FFFF) -- even though slots in the mother 

board are provided for a maximum of only nine banks. The 
first memory board contains the lower 32K of memory 
("low memory") and bank #1; each additional 64K board 
represents two more banks. Jumpers installed on the boards 
determine the numbers assigned to the switchable banks 
("high memory"). 

A bank is switched in by sending port FF a low-order nibble 
equal to the number of the new bank. A zero in this location 
removes high memory altogether. The high-order nibble of 
port FF controls other things; unless you intend to change 
them, leave that nibble as you find it. The current status of 
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port FF is maintained in byte SSH. The number of the bank 
currently in use is stored in byte 54H as well; since its high
order nibble is zero, this is a more convenient byte to test if 
you need to know which bank is present. When TRSDOS 
boots, it switches in bank #1 and sets byte 4F to the number 
of banks installed. 

A region at the top of high memory can be protected from 
programs that respect it. The lowest address of this area, 
known as TOP, applies to all banks and is stored in bytes 
52H and 53H (LSB first). TOP is initialized to FOOO, but you 
may modify it at any time. 

The top of high memory is used by TRSDOS for the Library 
Commands DO, DEBUG, SETCOM, SPOOL, and HOST. 
TRSDOS knows when a function is turned on but does not 
keep track of whether or not the proper bank is switched in. 
In other words, when a function is active, TRSDOS always 
assumes that the appropriate high memory routines are ac
cessible. So far, I have had no difficulty loading multipl 
banks and later exercising the associated function when any · 
of these banks is switched in. To load the banks, TRSDOS 
needs to be fooled by turning off the function before loading 
another bank. After the new bank is switched in, it is loaded 
by turning the function on again. 



BANK SWITCHING 

Bank Switching Program 
This is the routine I use for switching memory banks: 

Comments On The Program Listing 
Lines Description 
1-4 Address of parameters to HL (for BASIC only) 
5 Bank number to C 
6-10 Branch address to DE 
11-13 Disable Break and Timer routines (SVC 31)* 
14-18 Switch to new bank & store value of port in SSH 
19-20 Save bank number in 54H 
21-23 Enable Break and Timer routines (SVC 31)* 
24-26 RET if branch address is zero 
27-28 Otherwise, branch to this address 
* SVC 31 turns off and on most of the processing for the 
non-maskable interrupt, which occurs every 1130 second. 

Program Location 
The program is relocatable. As shown, I chose to tuck it into 
TRSDOS at locations 284H through 2AB. This is in the table 
of SVC addresses, beginning at SVC 102. If you have home
made SVCs or other things here, you will know it --because 
you put them there. 

The unused SVC address space extends from 284H through 
2B7. My switching program occupies 40 of these 52 bytes, 

- leaving 12 for other uses. If you do not need the serial ports 
:selected with SETCOM), 12 additional bytes are available 
in 278H through 283H. Free memory below 2800H can be 
valuable, as will become apparent. 

The switching program can be loaded when you are ready to 
change banks, but it must, of course, reside in lower 

memory. Avoid locations 2800H through 2FFF if you leave 
it in memory because TRSDOS uses this region for 16 of its 
Library Commands (ANALYZE, APPEND, BUILD, COPY, 
CREATE, DUMP, ERROR, HELP, KILL, LIST, MOVE, 
PRINT, PURGE, RECEIVE, SETCOM, VERIFY). If you 
want to load the routine below 2800H using TRSDOS com
mands, you will first need to have applied the equivalent of 

Bob Snapp's Patches #4 and #5. If you want to leave it 
below 2800H, you may as well PATCH the bytes into 
SYSRES/SYS; it will then arrive with TRSDOS when you 
boot. 

Calling Sequence 
The normal entrance to my program is at the LD C, (HL) in 
location 288H. (I've included the first four instructions in 
case you wish to switch banks from BASIC: this procedure 
is discussed below.) You may enter with either a CALL or a 
JP. Use a CALL if you want to place the contents of the pro
gram counter on the stack; otherwise, use a JP. 

Before the CALL or JP, you must load HL with the address 
of a pair of parameters which consists of (1) the number of 
the bank that you wish to switch in and (2) the address of 
the instruction that should be executed after the bank 
switch. 

This data is stored in four bytes as follows: HL points to the 
byte containing the bank number. Make certain that it does 

lntroducrng 

SECURITY VALUE MONITOR 
TRS 80 MODEL 11/12 

•COMPLETELY MENU DRIVEN 
•FAST AUTO-RETRIEVAL OF MARKET QUOTES FROM 

DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL® 
•ABILITY TO RUN AT 300 OR 1200 BAUD 
•INSTANT UPDATING OF EACH PORTFOLIOS' MARKET VALUE 
•HANDLE ANY COMBINATION OF STOCKS, OPTIONS , WARRANTS, 

BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS OR U.S. TREASURY BILLS 
•HANDLE LONG AND SHORT POSITIONS 
•EASY ACCESS TO DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL'S® 

FULL MENU OF INFORMATION SERVICES 
•PRINTS ANALYSIS OF EACH PORTFOLIO 

IZI PRICE $249.95 • 

--------------------------1 : 6/ 83 SVM ·
1 

I NAME 1 
1 ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE ZIP I 
I PHONE ( ) I 
: D CHECK D MONEY ORDER D VISA D MASTERCARD : 

I CARD NO. EXP. DATE I 

L---~---------------------- 1 
TO ORDER CALL 

(803) 787-7256 
TELEX 466528 

OR MAIL COUPON TO: 

EHLEN ENTERPRISES 
6319 BRIARWOOD RD. 
COLUMBIA, SC 29206 

• Account Purchased Separately from Dow Jones & Co .. Inc 
DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL i> a regislerod lrademark of Dow Jonoo & Co., Inc. 
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BANK SWITCHING 

not exceed 15 (the program does no checking for errors; you 
would be placing garbage bits in important positions of port 
FF). The next byte is immaterial. The following two bytes 
contain the address of the instruction to be executed after 
switching (LSB first). If you want the next instruction ad
dress to be picked off the stack (i .e., execution of a RET), 
then set this to zero. 

Summary of calling sequence: 

Set (HL) -+ ONXX JJJJ 
where ON Number of the bank to be switched in (00 

to OF). 
XX Anything. 
JJJJ Address of the next instruction after 

switchng banks (LSB first). JJJJ = 0000 
means RET after switching. 

CALL or JP 288H 

The following example is a CALL from low memory which 
switches in bank #2 (perhaps it contains data) and then im
mediately continues with the next instruction: 

LD HL,PAR 
CALL 288H 

(Next instruction after switching) 

PAR DEFW 2 
DEFW 0 

Here is a pair of calling sequences that will exit a program in 
bank #1 to execute another program at 8000H in bank #2 
and then continue the original program: 

In bank #l:LD HL,PARl 
CALL 288H 

(Next instruction after execution of the program in bank #2) 

PARI DEFW 2 
DEFW 8000H 

In bank #2: (Instruction at 8000H executed first) 

LD HL,PAR2 
JP 288H 

PAR2 DEFWl 
DEFWO 

Note that the switching routine saves no registers. You can 
use low memory to pass information between programs in 
different banks. If you want to modify the program to save 
registers using the Z-80 stack, you may begin to worry 
about what happens when the stack is in high memory dur
ing the switch. That is a legitimate concern. But, as we shall 
see, you need to worry about this anyway. 
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Managing The Stack 
If in the past you have not paid much attention to where the 
stack is located, now is the time to start. Because of the 
peculiarity described below, it is safest to keep the stack in 
low memory. If you should relocate the stack after switch
ing banks and wish to use the old stack to return (as in the 
last sequence above), do not forget to reset the stack pointer 
before returning. 

A potential problem to keep in mind: Both before and after 
the bank switch, the switching program does one PUSH
POP (in SVC 31). If the stack is in high memory, this can 
lead to disaster. Because you may sometimes be stuck with 
such a situation, I shall discuss it in more detail. 

Suppose we are switching in an auxiliary bank with the 
stack pointer aimed at high memory. Just after the switch, 
the PUSH-POP will destroy the two bytes below that loca
tion in the new bank. Similarly, if we have just reset the 
pointer to high memory in anticipation of returning a bank 
to a program that had its stack there, the PUSH-POP, 
before switching, will write two bytes into the bank which is 
departing. 

If you have low memory available, this problem can be 
solved by relocating the stack. If you must frequently deal 
with stacks in high memory, you may wish to modify the 
switching routine to temporarily move the stack to low 
memory. You might, instead, revise the offending SVC, but 
I am reluctant to do so. 

A tolerable compromise becomes available when you can 
depend on the stack's location remaining constant. Suppose 
you have an alternate-bank routine that is always switched 
in by a program having its stack in the same place in high 
memory. Since you know in advance the approximate stack 
location, you can simply program around the affected area. 
Better yet, leave the stack pointer alone, and designate it as 
the beginning of the stack in the new bank. This procedure 
eliminates the need for any low memory for your stack. As a 
bonus, the pointer will be correctly set when you return to 
the calling program (be sure to empty your new stack first). 

Switching Banks From BASIC 
RSBASIC hogs so much memory that the temptation to put 
unused banks to work is hard to resist. Accordingly, I have 
made provisions for this in my switching routine. On the 
other hand, BASIC does not cooperate very well. 

The program to be executed must be in the new bank and 
must have been loaded prior to loading BASIC. A switch to 
it may be accomplished as follows: 

DEFUSR = &H284 
Z % (0)=M: Z % (1)=KKKK 
Z %(0)=USR(VARPTR(Z %(0))) 

where M = Number of the bank to be switched in (1 
-15) . Remember, the switching routine 
does not check this number. 

KKKK = Address of first instruction to be executed 
in new bank (8000 hex to FFFF). 



BANK SWITCHING 

fo return to BASIC, use the "JP 288H with RET" form of the 
calling sequence. 

Here is an example of branching to a program at 8000H in 
bank #2 : 

DEFUSR = &H284 
Z %(0)=2: Z%(l)=&H8000 
Z% (0) = USR(VARPTR(Z% (O))) 

If BASIC were using bank #1, the last machine language ex
ample above will return to your BASIC program. 

Note these two important facts: (1) This scheme does not 
enable you to pass parameters between your programs, and 
(2) the stack poses a problem . 

If you insist upon access to another bank from a serious 
BASIC program, here are a few tips that may help. BASIC 
controls essentially all memory between 2800H and 
whatever you have informed BASIC is the bottom of pro
tected memory; if you have not specified, then it is TOP. 
Unless you are aware of a dependable low-memory hole in 
BASIC's territory , you will need to locate the switching 
routine below 2800H. 

For passing parameters, it is easiest to use machine language 
in protected memory above BASIC. Before a bank switch, 

· , arameters can be tucked away somewhere in low memory, 

say alongside the switching routine. Use USRs to reach your 
programs in protected memory and to pass the data in and 
out of BASIC. 
(Here is a challenge to you floating point buffs: You can 
forget about protected programs and more USRs to pass 
parameters if you do the following : use a floating point 
variable instead of a VARPTR in the USR that calls for 
changing banks. The three bank-switching bytes plus 
several others can all be passed out of BASIC as a single 
double precision number. The same variable can be used to 
return data to your BASIC program via that USR. Because 
BASIC stores its USR argument in low memory, these bytes 
are accessible to programs in any bank. The easy part is 
rearranging the bank switching program to look after the 
HL register . The challenge is to encipher and decipher the 
normalized floating point numbers. Good luck!) 

BASIC's stack is just below its string space (established with 
CLEAR), whose top is at the memory protection boundary 
described above; so it is ordinarily in the bank that is 
switched out. Fortunately, the area of memory in which the 
stack resides can be easily located within a few dozen bytes, 
and unless the string space or protection address is changed, 
the stack will remain in that vicinity. Consequently, you can 
leave the stack pointer alone and program around your 
stack in the alternate bank, as outlined earlier. Your pro
gram can then be safely used by all BASIC programs having 
this stack area. • 

J'i\ODEl-16 fOR~fRf\~1-77 
TriSoft is pleased to announce the availability of SVS FORTRAN-77 under TriSoft CP/M-68K for 

the Radio Shack Model-16 computer. This FORTRAN implements the full ANSI-77 standard and is not 
the subset FORTRAN-77 available on most mircrocomputers. 

Full ANSI-77 FORTRAN on a 68000 based computer gives the user the power and flexibility of a 
mainframe computer at a fraction of the cost. FORTRAN has been the primary language for scientific, 
mathematical and statistical applications for many y~ars . A vast wealth of programs already exist for a variety 
of applications but require a mainframe environment. FORTRAN-77 running under TriSoft CP/M-68K pro
vides a suitable environment to allow the user to take advantage of these programs. 

In addition to supporting the full ANSI-77 standard, the FORTRAN package allows you to link in rou
tines written in DRI ·c· and 68000 Assembly languages. 

SVS FORTRAN-77 is a native code compiler. This combined with the efficiency with which it was 
designed provides very fast execution speeds. 

TriSoft 
4102 Avenue G 
Austin, Texas 78751 
(512) 453-2233 
(800) 531·5170 

FORTRAN-77 
CP/M·68K 
68K-BASIC 
Pickles & Trout 
CP M-68K ... Digital Research 

Model- 16 • Tandy 

$495.00 
$395.00 
$299.00 
CP/M 2.2 

I VISA~ I 

'st~~ "'-_)(J 
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A LOOK AT 

VERITAS 
dual 

processor 
option 

Unleash The Power 
Of CP/M-86 For 
YourModel16 

BY R.P. VANNATTA 

T
ime flies, it seems! Just about 
every time I think that I have 
a handle on what is going on 
in the computer world, a 

curve ball comes rolling in. 

A couple years back, IBM produced a 
small computer they dubbed the PC. 
Cynical journalists (like myself) im
mediately dismissed it as a loser. After 
all, it had to be plugged together in a 
stack of pieces like a Radio Shack 
Model I and used an oddball processor 
called the Intel 8088. Similarly, 
everyone knew that real micro com
puters used 8" floppies and toys used 
5.25" floppies. On top of all that, it 
seemed to be priced a bit above the 
competition. Certainly, this amounted 
to a surefire formula for failure. 

About the same time, the Radio Shack 
Model 16 came on the market. It had 
enough disk space to run most pro
grams and would not only run conven
tional 8-bit programs, but would also 
run programs on a vastly more power
ful MC68000. Certainly this product 
would stampede the world. 

Robert P. VanNatta 
222 South First Street 
St. Helens, OR 97051 

HARD WARS 
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. Well, maybe! Radio Shack has just 
/ ' ·eleased the Model 2000 with its 5.25" 

drives and a 80186 processor. (This is a 
state-of-the-art upgrade from the 
8088.) Meanwhile, back at the farm, 
Veritas Technology, Inc. has 
developed a plug-in board for the 
Model 11 / 12/16 with, guess what. .. a 
8088 processor. 

Little did I think when I ordered my 
Model 16 almost two years ago that I 
would be retrofitting it with an 8088 
board before I managed to acquire a 
single program suitable for use on the 
68000 side of the machine. Oh, yes, I 
have evaluated CP / M-68k and I know 
that TRISOFT has a BASIC available 
for CP / M-68k, but that BASIC hasn't 
made it my way yet. And, of course, 
there is XENIX. It needs a hard disk 
which I don't have. 

this very well, but to some extent at the 
expense of other operations. The more 
serious problem, however, is that there 
is simply very little general purpose 
software which supports the 8087. 

Installing The Veritas Board 
Installation of theVeritas Board, which 
is dubbed the Dual Processor Option 
(Veritas Technology, Inc. claims a 
trademark on the name) is very easy. 

Essentially, you take the lid off your 
Model 11 / 16, remove the hold-down 
bracket on the back of the card cage, 
stick the board in the first empty slot, 
and then put everything back together. 
On the Model 12, you simply take the 
back cover off and stick the board in 
(after removing the hold-down 

brackets). 
.---------------------------~ 

Announcements of 
the Veritas board 
have been appear
ing periodically for 
about a year in 

Using The DPO 
Use of the DPO is 
about as simple as 

t y9u qan U88 ~:~ ~~~~~~o:it~ 
(j(f'/M-80, YOLJ my board . You use · 4 twol six teen. Like 

nany computer • sm .. o.·· ... U.·· ld .b .. ecome . it like you would 
·products, however, . any other com-
Veritas has found it ';1 :0()mfOftable ·with puter. You simply 
easier to distribute put the CP / M-86 
press releases than CPlfV1-86:.in a0out disk in the drive 
to deliver the and slam the door, 
goods. Their •. rt).i,(l{jt§§ •. ,;, and, in due course, 
manuals bear a it boots. In this 
January 1983 print- sense , it works 
ing date, and the L"'-'~~~"'--"--~~---"--~----' more like CP I 
board I got in M-80 than CP/ M
November 1983 was still a BETA test 68k. Unlike CP/ M-68k, the DPO does 
board. not require you to use CP/ M- 80. It is a 

Physically, the Veritas board is a large 
board (cut to the same shape as the 
Model 16a MC68000 boards). This 
means that it fits very nicely into the 
card cage of a Model II or Model 16a, 
but less elegantly in the model12. 

The particular board I received con
tains 256k of memory, a 8088 pro
cessor, and the necessary supporting 
chips. 

The board contains an empty socket 
' or the 8087 math co-processor, but the 
;oard I got was not so equipped. To 

· ·my notion, this absence is just as well . 
The 8087 is a specially-designed chip 
which is intended to make math opera
tions execute very quickly . It is my im
pression (not first hand) that it does 

complete stand-alone system. It is a bit 
amazing, but it is this simple . If you 
cold boot with a CP / M-86 disk, the 
machine will boot on the DPO, and if 
you cold boot with any of the tradi
tional operating systems, they will still 
work like they always did . 

What Is CP / M-86 
I won't undertake a long description of 
CP / M-86 except to say that if you can 
use CP / M-80, you should become 
comfortable with CP / M-86 in about 5 
minutes. The only criticism I have of 
the version that came to me is that it is 
very spartan. It does not have a great 
bag of "extra utili ties. " I assume they 
will get around to writing some of 
these in due course, but, at the mo
ment, for example, if you need to 

XENIX 
IJ t i 1 it i es 
==- E• •-• ._. 1 • _ _. t i 1 

SPOOL MANAGEMENT 
UTILITY PROGRAM 

Easy to use menu driven program which 
allows you to manipUlate the reports waiting tor 
prmting in the spool queue. 
Easy to use menu driven program which allows 
you to manipulate the reports waiting tor 
pnnting in the spool queue. 
With spoolutil you can: 

-suspend I restart prin ting 
-get list of reports waiting in print queue 
-view a spooled report on the screen 

prior to prin ting 
- cancel printing of unnecessary reports 
- print extra copies of a report 

(without rerunn ing the program) 
-change the sequence that reports are 

printed in get that important budget 
report NOW') 

-load the contents of any disk fi le to the 
spooler for printing (even add page 
headings) 

-suppress printing of 'name banner ' page 
-clear jammed line printer 
- restart a report from the beginning 

Requires no knowledge of Xenix commands. 
Detailed manual is included. 

SAVE TIME . .. SAVE PAPER .. . 
SAVE MONEY 

l ::-=: e t-. i ::-:: r.-. e t-•• _ _. 
USER FRIENDLY MENU FOR 

XENIX SYSTEMS 
Perform all frequently used Xenix functions by 
making menu selec tions . A void seemg the 
Xenix prompt' 

With xenixmenu you can: 
- add new users to the system 
-change passwords 
- change file protection 
-remove users, fi les and director ies 
- establish group codes for more 

versatile fil e protection 
- check system status: 

who is on the system 
who is authorized to use the system 
how much disk space is ava ilable 

-run appli cati on software 
-enable / disable remote terminals 
- backup the system 
- much more' 

Eliminates th e need to memorize and 
type Xenix commands. 

Easy to add your application software 
to the menu. 

Avoid having to respond to the 
Xenix prompt. 

spoolutll $99 xenixmenu $99 
or order both for just $185 

SOFTWARE ONE 
VISA 985 Torrey Hill Drive MasterCard 

Columbus, Ohio 43228 
(614) 279-8493 

Send check or VISA / MC numb<>r and 
expiration date 

Phone tor credit card orders or more information 
Ohio residents please add sales tax 

Xenix is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
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change the 110 byte, you will use the 
STAT command. STAT LST:=UL1: 
will set the I/0 byte to serial port B, so 
you can use a serial printer out of that 
port. This is, of course, the Digital 
Research documented method of 
changing the 110 byte on CP / M-80 as 
well, but who does it that way? 

Support is provided for up to four flop
py disks and four 8-megabyte hard 
drives. At the moment, the newer 12 
and IS-megabyte hard drives are not 
supported. 

Terminal Characteristics 
The terminal is configured to emulate a 
DEC VT -52 display. I am at a dead loss 
to know why Veritas picked the DEC 
VT -52 as an emulation model, but I 
must say the choice is not all bad. It 
takes three pages of their 23-page 
manual just to list all the escape codes 
that control the terminal. 

Specifically, there are 26 escape codes 
for managing the display, and five con
trol codes (Pickles and Trout lists 24 
total). 

Does It Work? 
Veritas warned me before they 
delivered the board that it would not 
work properly on the Model 12. They 
weren't kidding. It seems that the 
Shack made a few subtle changes in the 
buss between the Model II and the 
Model 12. They haven't bothered to 
tell anyone what those changes were or 
why they made them, so folks like 
Veritas simply have to discover them 
the hard way. Thanks to the insen
sitivity of those who like to change 
things for obscure reasons, the DPO 
will only run a few minutes in the 
Model 12 before it "locks up ." In the 
Model II and the Model 16a, it works 
fine , but not in the 12. 

According to Veritas, it is their failure 
to get the DPO working in the Model 
12 that accounts for the fact that it is 
still in the BET A test routine. When I 
last spoke with them, they were work
ing frantically trying to solve the 
Model 12 mystery and were hopeful 
the task would be accomplished "real 
soon now." 

I have some reason to believe that the 
true goal of Veritas is to produce a 
board with an implementation of MS
DOS which is reasonably compatible 

with the Tandy 2000. To date noMS
DOS is to be seen, but the idea is ob
vious and all of us who have II/ 12/16 
computers ought to hope that they are 
very successful in the endeavor. With 
the advent of the Tandy 2000 which 
supports MS-DOS, the editorial pre
dictions of two/ sixteen of the last two 
years have almost come true in one 
blast. There probably will never be 
another major software product writ
ten for TRSDOS. 

Similarly, it is doubtful if there will be 
many exciting new products developed 
for CP /M-80. Software writers are 

working on exciting MS-DOS pro
grams. Only when they get MS-DOS 
versions running, do they look to see if 
it is feasible to transport the product to 
other operating systems (usually 
CP/M-86 and CP/ M-80 in that order). 
The usual answer is that the product is 
too large to fit in a mere 64k Z-80 
system, and that is the end of it. 

What I am trying to politely say is that 
our Model II / 12/16 computers are go
ing to be worth a whole lot more if 
they have an upgrade path to the cur
rent state-of- the-art software. 

Radio Shack has sent a memorandum 
to their dealers advising them that the 
advent of the Tandy 2000 does not 
signal an end to the Model 12. They 
say that the market direction of the 
two computers is different. The Model 
12 with its expansion path toward the 
Model16 and multi-user software is in
tended for accounting and general 
business applications. Tandy 2000 is 
positioned to compete directly against 
the IBM PC. As such, it is aimed at 
those who have 2700 bucks in their 
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pocket and want a compute•, but don't, L 
know quite what they are going to do 
with it. 

Performance 
You have probably all been holding 
your breath for me to tell you how fast 
or slow the DPO board operates. The 
answer is that I don't really know. 
When the DPO board arrived, my desk 
drawer did not have much of a selec
tion of CP / M-86 software in it, since I 
had never before had a CP / M-86 com
puter. My first thought was to try ren
ting something for a test. I called 
United Computer Corp., who always 
has an expensive-looking ad in nearly 
every computer magazine that I read. 
When I told them I was looking for 
something for CP / M-86, they just 
laughed . It took a couple more phone 
calls before I found a mail order house 
that even stocked software for CP I 
M-86. I finally selected Personal 
BASIC from Digital Research as 
something I could afford which would 
make a reasonable test bed for check
ing out the DPO board. 

Personal BASIC or PBASIC is sup- , 
posed to be a MBASIC look-alike for 
CP / M-86. It was developed by Digital 
Research as part of their effort to get 
some acceptance for CP / M-86. For the 
most part, rather than evaluate the 
DPO, I simply convinced myself that 
PBASIC is a real mutt. 

For example, I checked out the execu
tion time for 10000 iterations of an 
empty FOR-NEXT loop in various lan
guages . Some of the results were as 
follows : 

DPO + PBASIC 
Tandy 2000 + MBASIC 
TRSDOS + MBASIC 
CP/ M-80 + MBASIC 
CP / M-80 + CB-80 

11.63 sec. 
3.84 sec. 

11.00 sec . 
5.21 sec. 
0.20 sec. 

Even though the DPO came in dead 
last in this test, I am convinced that the 
fault lies in PBASIC, not the DPO. It is 
going to take more time than I have 
had, and a lot of work, to form a 
serious conclusion about overall per· · 
formance. In reality, however, I think . 
that this is a phony issue. It has long 
been generally reported that 8088-
based computers usually, at least 
superficially, seem to perform com
parably with Z-80 computers, and 



J th""' ;, nothing I have seen that in
dicates the DPO does anything other 
than ~ake your ll/16 into a credible 
CP/M-86 based computer. 

You should not think of the DPO 
board in terms of replacing a 4-cylinder 
engine with a V-8. Rather, you should 
think of it in terms of putting a Ford 
engine in a Chevrolet. 

Conclusions 
This is a quick first look at a very ex
citing product! It is not formally re
leased yet (due to lag time between 
writing and publishing, the DPO may 
well be formally on the market by the 
time you see this-Ed.) because of the 
Model 12 problem; but when it comes, 
it should be well worth your considera
tion if you feel a need to get into the 
CP /M-86 software field. 

The relatively low cost of the Model II 
(as compared to a CompuPro, etc.) has 
made it quite a popular machine for 
software development and the like. I 
hardly see much purpose in buying a 

.. DPO board just to run a CP /M-86 
-:::;eneral Ledger, but if you like to be 
very trendy, or are a software de
veloper, the DPO is a pretty clever 
product. 

-v .. rn••oo Te~h~~i6'gy: Inc. 
2375 Zanker Road 

San Jose, CA 95131 
408/ 263-0646 

I 
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Model 2, 12, or 16 (Mod 2 mode) 

Redesign Profile Databases 
(without losing existing data) 

From thiS ... to this ••• 
F"I RST NAME: John NAME: W1111ams, John 

LAST NAME: William§ ADDRESS: 355 West Elm 
ADDRESS: 3:l:l west Elm CITY, ST: New York, NY 

CITY• New Yor· k 9 - DIGIT ZIP• 00011 
STATE: NY, RATE : 15. 00. 

ZIP: 00011. AREA CODE • bib. 
PHONE! 610-892 -1122. PHONE: 892 -1122 . 

In just minutes! 

Are you "locked in" to a Profile I I or Profile Plus database structure 
that no longer serves your needs? Do you need to shorten or lengthen 
fields, add new fields, delete old fields, or join several fields together? 

Now, with our TRANS PRO File Transfer Utility, you can set up your 
"dream" database and fill it with your existing data at assembly· 
language speed! 

No programming necessary! Simply tell TRANSPRO whi(;h fields of 
your original database go to which fields of your new database. Fields 
can be different lengths and can even be in different segments. 

$125 CHECK. M,O,. VISA. MASTER 

Order today for 
immediate shipment! 

355 Government St. Roanoke. AL 36274 (205) 863-4006 
•Profi le 11 and ~roflle ~lua are t r ade muks of The Sm all CompuTer Co., In c ., licensed to Tandy CorD. 

What if 
your VisiCalc@ 
could read your 
General Ledger? 

It can with VIS\Bridge/GL.,. &om Solutions, Inc. 
You can make even better corporate decisions by using the power of VisiCalc on 
data from your own General Ledger. 0 Solutions' new Bridge product loads 
information from the Tandy General Ledger package directly into VisiCalc -
Automatically! 0 Make projections with VisiCalc without re-entering data already in 
your General Ledger. 0 Project current financial data into the future. 0 Compare 
your projections to actual results. 0 Store monthly results to spot trends quickly. 

Requires any version of VisiCalc, 2 disk drives and the Radio Shack General 
Ledger (26-4501). Available for TRS-80® Modelll/12116. VIS \Bridge/GL, $195 + 
$4 shipping & handling within U.S. To order phone (802) 229-0368 or write 
Solutions, Inc., 13 Stale St., Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602. Mastercard and Visa. 
Dealer inquiries welcomed. Also available for Model I, Ill and II are: 
VIS\Bridge/REPORT PLUSTM $95; VIS\Bridge/SORTIM $89; VIS\Bridge/DJ)'l' $295. 

All VIS\ Bridge producls are lrademarks ol Solu11ons_ Inc Vis1Ca1c· IS a lradermrk ol ViSICorp_ TRS·BO"' and Radio Shack are 
trademarks ol Tandy Corp 
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Making the transition from TRSDOS to CP/M doesn't have to be difficult or painful-- if 
you have The CP/M Workshop to get you started and help you over the rough spots. 

R
ecent events have made it 
necessary for me to learn and 
use CP/M, which necessity I 

was approaching with a certain sense 
of dread. But when you gotta, y_ou 
gotta. Advanced Computing came to 
my rescue by allowing me to review a 
new program called The CP/M 
Workshop, a tutoring program for new 
CP/M users. How could I refuse? 

Setting Up the Workshop 
First, The CP/M Workshop is disk 
based. The entire manual, including 
appendices, is 17 pages long. It tells 
how to insert your CP/M system disk, 
insert the Workshop disk in Drive B 
(CP/M uses letters A-D to designate 
drives), and hit <CTRLXC> to in
itialize the new disk. CP/M uses the 
drive letter to show which drive the 
computer is looking at. So, you see 
"A>" followed by the cursor. 

At the A> prompt, type B:<ENTER> 
to switch to the drive with the 
Workshop in it, then type SETUP 
<ENTER>. You will be asked some 
pretty technical questions. 

The first screen scrolls up, explaining 
that you need to customize the pro
gram to your computer. At the bottom 
of every screen, and as a consistent 
feature throughout the Workshop, is 
the instruction to tap the 
<SPACEBAR> on your keyboard to 

BY MARK BENNETT 
advance the program. This gives you 
plenty of time to read the information 
presented. 

Also, in the SETUP program, you have 
the ability to call a help screen simply 
by hitting the ''7" key. I did that at the 
first setup screen and received a 
simplified explanation of what the 
SETUP program hoped to achieve and 
advice to call the store from which I 
purchased my computer if I have trou
ble. Also, the help screen provides the 
opportunity to enter all SETUP 
specifications from a command line, 
but if you know how to do that, you 
won't need this program. 

The second screen gives a menu of 
"popular" terminals. Twenty-one ter
minals . It doesn't include Tandy, but it 
does include such biggies as GTC, IN
FOTON and KIMTRON. How many 
installations of CP/M do you suppose 
there are on Models II/12116 world
wide compared, for instance, to KIM
TRON7 Additional blank spots are 
provided on the menu to enter other 
terminals, and if Tandy were included, 
all this custom installation garbage 
could be avoided. But no such luck. 
So, on this menu, press "Z" (none of 
the above). 

A "None of the Above" response puts 
you in the custom installation routine 
where you are asked seven questions, 
which must be answered in hexideci-

Mark Bennett mal form. If you make a mistake after 

sure all the codes you just entered do 
the right thing. 

After that, you have the opportunity 
to enter codes to clear the screen in
stead of having everything scroll off. I 
looked at the list of Character Codes in 
Appendix B of the TRSDOS manual 
and found that hex code 1B is supposed · 
to clear the screen and home the cun 
sor, so I went ahead with the screen 
clear entry routine. I entered 1B, then 
00. The program ran a test to see if it 
worked. It didn't. So I tried to re-enter 
using hex codes 14 (home cursor) and 
17 (clear below), ran the test again, and 
it still didn't work. So, I gave up. 

After the aborted screen clear attempt, 
the program gives you the opportunity 
of saving your changes or quitting. Of 
course you should save them, and the 
program quickly writes to the disk, 
then returns you to the prompt 8 6 .• 

Running the Workshop 
At B>, type TEACH <ENTER>. This 
sends you automatically into Lesson A, 
which summarizes what you've done 
so far (nothing). About all you have to 
do after this is hit the <SPACE BAR> 
and read what comes up on the screen. 
The program progresses sequentially 
from Lesson A to Lesson P. 

You 'll probably find exactly what I 
found; it's really kind of boring. 
Somehow operating systems can't b~ 
described or explained in an interestin, 
way. 

Endless River Computer Services any entry, you have the opportunity to 
P. 0. Box 95 press <R> instead of the The CP/M Workshop tries valiantly to 
Carrollton, MO 64633 <SPACEBAR> to re-enter the code. overcome this fact by using some sim-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T~h~e~p~ro~g~r~a~m~r~u~n~s~a~s~c~re~e~n~t~e!~~t~o~m~a~k~e~-p~l~e~a~n~i~m~ation~ill~~a~acompu~r 
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1y>tem, >Orne deve< writing, and ex
.1mples that are well designed for their 
task. But explaining even the simple 
ways to use PIP and STAT, and there 
are apparently many ways to use them, 
just isn't the same as learning by doing. 

Anyway, you will find the following 
commands covered: 

ERA 
REN 
DIR 
TYPE 
STAT 

PIP 

Same as TRSDOS KILL 
Same as TRSDOS RENAME 
Same as TRSDOS DIR 
Similar to TRSDOS DUAL 
Similar to TRSDOS FREE and 
ANALYZE 
Similar to TRSDOS DUMP, 
DUAL, LIST, COPY, FOR
MAT, BACKUP, MOVE and 
PRINT 

It also gives thumbnail sketches of ex
panded functions for these commands 
which are easy to review, once you 
know where they are located within 
the program. Some of the modules deal 
with how to enter commands, control 

- ~odes, naming disk files and devices, 
nd choosing file names. 

The CP/M Workshop lets you go back 
into any of the sixteen modules and 
exit from them to the main menu at 
any time, just by hitting "I", so you can 
study and review at your own pace. 

One of the important things I learned is 
that in a command line, CP/M reverses 
the sequence for filenames or drive 
designations. For example, under 
TRSDOS you would enter RENAME 
OLDFILE/BAS TO NEWFILE/BAS. 
Under CP/M it would be REN NEW
FILE/BAS =OLDFILE/BAS. Logically 
this format is similar to BASIC, but it 
doesn't seem logical after using 
TRSDOS. 

At the end of the lesson part of the pro
gram is a self test which you can use to 
review your progress. I could give you 
the answers, but that would be cheat
ing. I scored high enough on the test to 
qualify as a "systems analyst" accord
ing to Datascan. 

- -.... 

his program touchs on only the hare 
minimum of things you will need to get 
started with CP/M, but that is the 
stated objective of th~ program's 
writers. You will probably need to 
refer to the CP/M manual within a few 

days of starting, even after using this 
program. It's just not extensive 
enough, even if you have one or two 
applications and only turn the com
puter on to use them. 

The Bottom Line 
My advice for The CP/M Workshop is 
this; buy it only if you have no other 
convenient source of help, and don't 
mind the cost. It does have basic infor
mation that comes in a handy form.for 
review, and it probably won't go out of 
date for a couple more years. Just by 
using the program you will get some 
fundamental knowledge of how other 
programs work, and sometimes that 
can teach you a lot. 

To Datascan's disadvantage, I used 
Pickles & Trout CP/M Version 2.2m 
for this review. If you didn't read Van
Natta's review in the November
December issue of two/ sixteen, you 
may not know that P&T has a program 
called MENU.COM on this version 
that does just about everything 
automatically that The CP/M Work
shop teaches you to do manually. You 

don't even have to know there is a P..ro
gram called PIP in order to make a 
backup, just that you need to type 
MENU <ENTER>; after that it's easy. I 
even used the MENU to change the step 
rate on my thinline disk drives and it 
only took a couple of minutes! It comes 
with a pretty good manual which isn't 
always easy to understand, but is well 
organized and extensive. 

It is money better spent, in my opin
ion, to buy a new version of P&T 
CP/M 2.2m than The CP / M 
Workshop . 

The CP/M "'Workshop is 
.. . frOffi: ; /> ~l ' 
Datascan ····· 

2716 Ocean Park~Boulevard 
Sarita Monica, CA 90405 

213/452-9114 
Cost $79:95 
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MBASIC SPOOLING 
IN TAS·XENIX 

BY JOE A. SANCHEZ 

T he spooling in MBASIC running under TRS
XENIX can sometimes be a real wait. True, most 
of our processing time was cut by more than SO 

percent by using XENIX instead of TRSDOS. But we lost 
this processing time savings by using spooling as the 
MBASIC manual recommends. 

I have found that opening a file for output under any 
filename, then doing a Shell "lpr <filename>" instead of 
opening it for output as "LTP1:" as the manual recom
mends, will save you over 80 percent of your time, as well 
as computer time I 

In a timed spooling test, running the same report in both 
cases, I did a four page report. In the first test, I opened the 
output file under "LPTl:". It took 5 minutes 51 seconds to 
spool. In the second test, I opened the output file under 
any other file name (I used ENGINEERING). It took only 
58 seconds to spooL I saved almost five minutes! 

Everyone here is more than pleased with the cut processing 
time of XENIX MBASIC and even more pleased with less 
spooling time. 

ADVANCED COMPUTING, the journal for business, pro
fessional, and ADVANCED COMPUTING scientific 
members of the TRS-80 community, is looking for qualified 
free lance writers. 

If you're a writer with good ideas and a working knowledge 
of any of Tandy's business micros running XENIX, CP/M; 
p-System, RM-COS, or any DOS other than TRSDOS, and 
if you are willing to write about your applications and ex
periences, we'd like to hear from you. 

We also need persons who would be willing to review soft
ware supplied by us. Right now we have a special need for 
individuals who would like to review either XENIX pro
grams or accounting software packages. 

If you are interested in contributing to the magazine, please 
send a letter outlining what you'd like to write about, 
together with a brief synopsis of your qualifications to: 

Editor 
Advanced Computing 
131 East Orange Street 

Lancaster, PA 17602 
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USING A SERIAL PRINTER 1 
WITH TRS·XENIX 

printer. 

BY RICHARDS. BILANCIA 

ant to use a serial printer with TRS-XENIX, but 
don't know how7 Here is a solution that works. 
However, it's not quite as easy as using a parallel 

Assuming that your serial printer is plugged into serial 
channel B, as it would be if you were using TRSDOS, 
simply follow these instructions: 

1.) Open your printer and be sure the appropriate switches 
are set to receive using these protocols: 

a.) 8 bit words 
b.) No parity 
c.) 1 stop bit 
d.) 9600 baud 

2.) Turn the printer on. 

3.) Enter the following commands as the TRS-XENIX root: 
disable tty02 
cu -wait-s 9600 -1 /dev/tty02 -a /dev/null -nh 

4.) After the "Connected" message is displayed, simply 
type the following: 

"-'<file 

where "file" represents either a filename or the fu 
pathname of the file to be printed. 

5.) When you are finished printing and wish to return to 
the shell, just type: 

FREE LISTING IN 
ADVANCED 

SOFTWARE DIRECTORY 
For a free listing in the soon-to-be-published Advanced 
Computing Software Directory, send the following infor
mation to: 

Advanced Computing 
Research Department 

131 East Orange Street 
Lancaster, PA 17602 



=-- -- - - -- - . 
- - - --- -

1 Three-ring binder with inter· 
nal tabs containing all issues 
of two/sixteen magazine 

from inception through the end of 
1983, including a cumulative index, 
and all 1984 issues ' of Advanced 
Computing (successor to two/six
teen), all in specially printed loose
leaf versions. 

4 Comprehensive software 
directory of all commercially 
available programs known to 

function correctly on 11/12/16 com
puters under one or more of the three 
major operating systems. Compiling 
this directory is a major undertaking , 
but we plan to issue the first one by 
April , 1984, with updates at least 
annually. 

-- - - . - - . -
~ -- -

2 Newsletter to be published 26 
times per year It will contain 
product announcements, ar

ticles and correspondence outside 
Advanced Computing magazme 's 
scope (because of time-value, large 
size, or specialized content), and the 
latest news of interest to serious 
users (mostly gleaned from dozens of 
other computer publications, and in· 
eluding abstracts of the more impor
tant articles). 

5 Master cumulative index of 
all of the above. Advanced 
Computing magazine will in

clude its own cumulative index in 
every third issue, beginning with Nov
Dec, 1983 (Vol. 2, No. 3). The Ad· 
vanced Service index will include, in 
addition to the Advanced Com
puting magazine index, the newslet· 
ter, diskettes and documentation, and 
the software directory, all in a single 
comprehensive index. 

3 Diskettes wi th documenta· 
tion (five or si x per year), pro
vided in loose-l eaf sleeves. 

Includes all programs published in 
Advanced computing magazine, all 
programs and patches that we re
ceive and check out which are avail· 
able for public dist ribution (along with 
our comments and documentation , 
and source code when available). At 
least one diskette per year will be 
devoted to each of the major 
operating systems (TRSDOS, CP/M , 
XENIX) used with Radio Shack 
11/12/16 computers . 

6 Binder for newsletters , 
diskettes, comprehensive 
software directory, and 

master index. 

•~,~--··~~~~.r~a~~·~· ·~'~:~~ 

7 Advanced telephone consulting 
service including follow-up call 
back on subsequent 

developments. 



COMPUTER FURNITURE 

Data- ~ 
INTRODUCTION 

DATA-MATE® comput~r furniture 
is carefully designed and engi
neered to provide higher efficiency 
and productivity. It is far more than 
simply a support for your computer 
equipment. 

Rugged steel construction is 
designed for durability. Cable and 
paper management systems 
provide efficiency and neat, 
uncluttered appearance. All 
equipment bays have ample 
ventilation for heat dissipation. 
Clean lines blend perfectly with 
hardware design and function. 

Data-MATE® products are in 
stock for immediate shipment. 

Operator comfort is becoming 
increasingly more important. 
Features such as height adjust
ments to reduce operator fatigue 
and casters for mobility and 
versatility have been designed into 
the Data-MATE line. And that 
means greater efficiency and 
higher productivity. 

Catalog, prices, and further 
information available from 

(717)397-3364 

Excellence in computer 
furniture technology. 


